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HONORS MANY ADDITIONAL OLYMPIC OBLIGED

ence in town under the circumstance
might lead to disorders. Later tfcs
strikers were haled Into court. Wheti
the helplessness of the Olympic oe
came known a steamer was dispatched from here for Ryde to take off the
saloon passengers, who were brought
here pending arrangements for their
transfer to other vessels.
Three hundred
first and second
class passengers"" of the Olympic vol
unteered to act as firemen, replacing
the strikers. The captain thanket
them while declining their services
Crowds of seamen and firemei
thronged the decks throughout the
day and many of these condemned
the action of the strikers. The dis
. ,
(
traflfl' In
... tnla
who jiui v is
wicauj gieai iu
consequence of the loss of so many
heads of families with the Titanic
and today's events will perceptibly
add to the hardships.
Later It was declared that the sa
loon passengers
of the Olympic
would proceed by train tonight to
Liverpool where they will embark on
the Lusltanla which will sail for New
York tomorrow. This afternoon the
striking seamen, who included six
quartermasters, were arraigned in police court at Portsmouth
charged
wit hmutiny. They pleaded not guilty and were remanded for trial next
The court accepted ball for
Monday.
theft, appearance.

CAPTAIN REFUSED

The final battle after daylight had
flooded the big armory and the delegates were almost completely worn
TO
TO GO
y
out by their
and
struggle, was on the question of 4n
structlng the eight delegates-at-larg- e
to the national convention. The Taft
forces, led by members of the St.
Louis delegation
made a last rally
TODAY WHEN
A MEMBER
SEAMEN STRUCK
OF
CALIFORNIAN'3
AFTER HARD FOUGHT BATTLE in an effort to prevent flat Instruc- BODY OF GENERAL F. D. GRANT IN THE LIST OF TITANIC
RECOVERED
WERE
ARE
THOSE
FIREMEN
CREW
IS
REST
BORNE
TO
LA8T
IN
THE
TELLS OF DERELICTION
HI8 SUPPORTERS WIN
tions for Roosevelt. But they were
OF ASTOR AND STRAUS
TAKEN ON BOARD.
OF COMMANDER
ING PLACE.
STATE CONVENTION.
swept off their feet by the iiow dominant Roosevelt tide and by a vote of
more than 2 to 1, the Roosevelt
PASSENGERS
PROCEEDS TO TRANSFER
SAW THE ROCKETS PLAINLY
IS INSTRUCTED forces carried their point which re NOTED ASSEMBLAGE PRESENT IDENTIFICATION
DELEGATION
suited In the withdrawal of Mayor
N NET IS NOW
WILL BE PLACED ON BOARD CUN
TWO TAFT MEN RESIGN AiS DELEG- Kreismann and Chairman Morris as PRESIDENT TAFT AND HIGH OF STEAMER McK
MEN THOUGHT OF ORGANIZING
ATES-AT-LARGE
delegates to the Chicago convention
LOADED DOWN WITH EMARD STEAMSHIP LUSITA.
WHEN
COMMITTEE TO BEG SKIPFICERS OF THE ARMY
and the election of Roosevelt men in
BALMED CORPSES
RESOLUTIONS PASS.
NIA TONIGHT.
PER TO ACT
FUNERAL.
their places.
Tafi IcPder.s, dissatisfied with the
COME
IN
PLANNED result of the republican state con IMPRESSIVEFUNERALPAGEANT
A
NAMES
IS
CONTEST
SLOWLY MEN ACCUSED
WERE AFRAID OF BEING FIRED
OF
MUTINY
vention, which adjourned here at 6 : 30
o'clock this morning, met in a hotel
OF THE 205 RECOVERED NAMES BALKY SAILORS ARE TAKEN
FRIENDS OF THE PRESIDENT
THOUGHT
THAT THEY MIGHT
at 10 o'clock and named four dele THE CORTEGE PASSED THROUGH
OF ONLY 91 HAVE BEEN
NOMINATE A RIVAL SET OF
LOSE
IN
THE
THEIR
JOBS MADE
COURTS
ON
NEW
WAY
CITY
YORK
OF
congatea-- Marge to the national
IN
SENT
THEM
DELEGATES.
SOUTHAMPTON.
KEEP
SILENT
TRAIN.
TO
SPECIAL
anvention. The delegation was
nounced as follows:
New York, April 26. The body of
St. Louis, April 26 Governor H.
New York, April 26 Militarv men
Southampton, England, April 26.
Washinjjton, April 26. A sworn
Joseph E. Black of Richmond, Mo.,
statement that the captain of the
in public and Colonel John Jacob Astor and that The White Star liner Olympic, which
S. Hadley and his friends early today John A. Duncan of St. Louis, John G. and men prominent
of Isidor Straus the millionaire mer- had been held off
liner California refused to go to the
Isle of
Hyde,
swung the Missouri state republican Laliw of St. Louis, and Harry D. private life gathered here today to
who
chant
this
lost
their
lives
of
aid of the Titanic, although only a
city,
Train
since
of
Kansas
to
strike
a
City.
the
solemn
honors
Wight,
last
Wednesday by
Major
pay
convention for Roosevelt, after a 24
in the Titanic disaster, have been re of her firemen,
few miles away, today was filed by
aba-dowho
her
Dent
Frederick
General
A.
Former
today
State
Senator
Grant,
Henry
hour deadlock in which the Taft lead-- !
on board 'the cable
Ernest Gill, donkey engineman on the
trip to New York and returned to
Leeds of Jamesport, presided, while died here April 11. The funeral ex covered and are
MeKay-Benne- t.
News of the re- port. ThiB was made
ers finally were driven to complete B. L.
Californian
ship
with the senate comto
ere
were
until
ises
deferred
by
of
necessary
Guffey
today
Hayti, was secretary.
mittee investigating the Titanic disroute. Eight delegates-at-larg- e
to the Eads announced that a resolution ' await the arrival of the general's covery of the bodies was' contained the desertion of her seamen this
in a dispatch to the White Star line
aster. Gill said that the distress rock
CONFERENCE
morning, when the line attempted to
national republican convention, all condemning Governor Hadley for be- - j daughter, the Princess Cantacuzene,
today.
ets were plainly visible from the deck
comiany
the
with
firemen
replace
striking
in
Roosevelt men, and all instructed for fraying the Taft men in the pre-coRussia.
from her home
The body of C. M. Hays, president
of
n
the Californian and must have been
men.
STILL IN SESSION
The services were held in the,
Mm, were elected after two Taft vention agreement was adopted. The
Grand Trunk railway, has been
to both the bridge and the
the
visible
of
leaders had been elected and then resolution also praised the admlnis-- . Chapel of Cornelius, the Centurion on
One hundred and twenty-onpaslookout.
added to the Hat of identified dead
had resigned their places on the Mis- ; tratlon of President Taft.
Governor's Island. The little chapel
sengers, who were awaiting the
picked up near the scene of the TiGill was placed on the witness
IS
souri delegation when the convention
at Queenstown, have been GRAND CHIEF OF ENGINEERS
In the hotel parlor when Chairman was too small to allow the admittance tanic disaster.
Olympic
disThe wireless
stand
MEETING
after Senator
WITH
MEDIATION
immediately
to the Baltic, which will
voted instructions for Roosevelt.
Eads announced the result were Otto ot tn general public, but an oppor
which came to the company transferred
patch
had finished
the
chairman,
OFFICIALS
Smith,
leave here today for New York.
The convention will go down in F. Stlfel, Taft leader in St. Louis; tunity was given to allow New York from the cable ship McKay-Beone- t,
Gill's affidavit.
reading
a
to
as
Fourteen
tribute
the
hundred
"Lib"
Morris of Excelsior Springs;
pay
sacks of mail,
long military gives the additional
the annals of Missouri politics as one
identifications
New York, April 26, Warren S.
"I saw the ship, which I book to
of the most stubborn and dramatic and seven other Taft adherents. Oth- procession made its way to the tap of 49 of the heretofore unknown re which were to have been forwarded
chief
Stone,
the
of
be
Brotherhood
the Titanic," said Gill after being
grand
fights in the history of the state re- er Taft men who were in an adjoin- of muffled drums over a five mile covered dead on the cable ship by the Olympic, will be held at of Locomotive
and the 50 sworn, "some time before midnight.
Engineer;
line
of
from
to
the
march
the
for
room
the
namCunard liner
counseled against the
Battery
publican organization. Mayor Fred- ing
Among others the body of Colonel Queenstown
district chairmen of the OrganlKation She was about ten miles away and
erick H. Kreismann of St. Louis, and ing of a rival delegation and advised West Shore ferryt at Forty-secon-d
sailing from Liverpool tomor- resumed
John Jacob Astor and Isador Straus
9 with went past us apparently at full sped.
today their confe-a- u
row
street.
New
At
for
the latter point the gov- have been embalmed. Of the 208
York and due here on Unite-- !
Charles D. Morris' of St. Joseph, the sending lawyers to the national conStates Labor Commissioner She was a big ship and I saw two
Sunday. The Cunarder is likely to Neill and
latter chairman of the state commit- vention to pleade their cause. Eads ernment orders provided for a special dead on board the MeKay-BennJudge Knapp, of the com tiers of lights. The Californian at
tee, were the Taft leaders elected and Stlfel, however, said they did not train to take the body to West Point names 'of 91 have ben uent ashore by reach New York ahead of the Baltic merce court, who are
acting as media-Jor- e the time was caught in a field of ice
think a Taft protest would have for interment.
.
wireless The dispatch, which came and for this reason the. mall will
and who resigned as delegates-at- In the
between Her engines were stopped and she
President
TafL Vice President through the steamer Caledonia ami entrusted to her.
large to the national convention When j weight unless a contesting delega- the engineers and the railroads.
was drifting with the floe."
ti0T1
Sherman
and General Leonard Wood the Cape Raeetation reads:
was on the ground.
the state convention voted to instruct
The strike has a serious aspect he
The vessel, Gill testified, must have
were perhaps the most distinguished
the delegation for Roosevelt. In mak.
Ismay, . are White Star line, New yend the matter of inconvenience to
Result Is 14 to 8.
been
plainly visible to the bridge and
who came to New York fori York:
,.
o
ing their resignations they charged
Aside from the RooBevelt. victory persons
MAN KILLED BY STORM.
as well as the rockets
the
lookouts,
The
funeral.
the
Immediate
Further
Names:
general's
vioiauon or a gentleman's
agres- - ln the convention, the colonel now
having signed the voyage, have now
26. Joseph which she sent up later. The Callfor-nlan'Sedan,
Kan.,
April
William Ak, F nuti,,,,. ,i. Stone, laid themselves
ment" by which they declared the!hnB u
family was present, including Mrs.
,
nnnf.tH
open to the charge Borland, an oil worker, died today of
captain, he said, paid no atGrant- her son' Captain IT. S. Grant,
11.
Roosevelt managers
Kdww
hau assured Missouri and Taft haH eiht
Petty, of mutiny. Immediately following the injuries received last night in a tor- tention to the distress signals and his
Cantacu- - .....mm x,aBnwoon, w. Harton, The walkout the
them
that
the delegates-at-largveJt has six contested district dele-- ; her daughter, the Princess
White Star officii up nado which swept a section of conn-tr- refusal to get up steam and go t
zene, the general's sister, Mrs. Nellie uiaa jxuuKi un, a. ijauience J. Ad pealed to the authorities
would be unlnstructed.
with the regates and eight at large, each with
six miles west of here. Six othur the aid of the stranger so incensed
Grant Sartoris, and also Mrs. Grant's ams, A. Boothy Ragozzy, Abel J.
sult that the Olympic's whole comple- persons were
Governor Hadley replied to the dec- half a vote.
seriously injured, two the crew that Gill tried to organize a
A. Robins, Charles Louch,
hrother and sister. .Tudee Loeltwood
ment of seamen, numbering 54, were probably fatally. Three school houses
larations of Mayor Krelsmenn and
Conventions are yet to be held in Honorp of
protesting party among the men. He
Olson
F.
Penny, Charles Chapman, AlcMcRQ, aIld Mrs. Potter
Chairman Morris in this connection me lnirteentn ana sixteenth
when Jthey came ashore. and five farm houses were destroyed. failed, he said, because "the men were
dis Palmer.
bert Wirz, Achille Wailens, Carl Es ajrrested
In iolicn
They will be arraigned
by asserting that he had not been a tricts. Roosevelt has carried the
afraid they'd loose their Jobs."
The nallbearers included Senator plande, J. F. Johnson, J. Allen, W. Y. court at Portsmouth
with
party to any
"gentlemen's First, second, Tihrd (contested ty
charged
"What time did the Californian get
H.
P.
Anderson,
ew
Sodges, G. Talbot,
Carnegie, Henry W.
The governor asserted Taft), Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh.
mutiny.
agreement."
TRANSPORT
steam?" asked Senator Fletcher.
TO
GO
TO
J. M. Robinson, J. C. Hell, J. W.
up
H.
Tasker
GenerGeneral
Bliss,
Taft,
Gill,
that throughout the bitter fight which (contested by Taft), Eighth, four
The National Sailors' and Flremens'
Eric
"I
A.
don't know exactly," said the
Johansen,
al Horace Porter,
General William
Lilly, E. T. Barker,
union repudiates the action of the
preceded the formal opening of the teenth and Fifteenth (contested b
G. F. Bailey, O. S.
"but it was some time after
witness,
T.
H.
T.
Woody,
TOE AID OF AMERICANS
Crozier, General
Hewitt,
darry, General P.
convention, he had refused to at- - Taft)
strikers, who are said to have been
5 o'clock."
Connors.
H.
H.
(i.
Hamilton
H.
Fish,
Sharpe,
tefflnt tn ilpllvor tha vntaa nf Pnnso.'
"All following this have been em- advised by the seafarers organization,
From the rockets Gill judged the
Taft has carried the Ninth. Tenth Kohlsaat, Dr. Robert Abbe and othT. .
veit delegates on any proposition.
which recently withdrew from the GOVERNMENT
balmed:
Eleventh and Twelfth districts.
ORDERS SHIP TO distressed ship to be not mora thaa
ers.
rne eigne aeiegates-at-iargto tne
The firemen of the
20 miW off. He described the rock"C. C. Jones, Isador Straus, Reg parent Body.
SAIL FOR WEST COAST
Honorary pallbearers,
representnational convention, each with one-haOlympic struck Wednesday five minH.
H.
his description tallying with thai
Butler,
ets,
T.
W.
OF
Harrison,
MEXICO
Newell.
ing the Military Order of the Medal
vote, finally elected by the state
John Jacob Actor, Milton C. Long, W. utes before the vessel was due to sail
by Fourth Officer Boxhall of
given
of
were
General
lii.
Honor,
Daniel
convention follow:
for
New York. Their grievance was
C.
who sent them alofL Cap
the
H.
J.
Titanic,
Allison.
Dulles,
San
26.
orUnder
TAFT DID NAT CALL Sickles and General Horatio C. King.
George Gra
Francisco, April
the alleged failure of the company to ders to sail for
Governor Herbert S. Hadley, Hesse
tain Stanley Lord of the Californian,
Jacob
ham,
Austin
Birnbaum,
on
Part
Pacific
the
ports
Bishop Samuel Fallows of Chicago,
Tolerton of Branson, Walter S.
F. F. White, Tyrell W. Caven properly equip the steamer with life- coast of Mexico to the relief of Amer prepared to enter a sweeping denial
and Chaplain 10. B. smith" oi Gover- ner,
boats. Subsequently a deputation of ican refugees, the
of Kansas City, Fred Essen of!
dish
and
Henry K. Villnor."
A
ROOSEVELT
army transport Bu of the statements of Ernest Gill next
LEECH nor's Island had charge of tn serunion
firemen witnessed a test of the ford is lying in the fairway of the took the witness stand.
William
Clayton, John D. McNeeley of St.
Dobbyns, secretary to
vices in the chapel and the honor of
Astor, said he had Doen advlsei life saving apparatus and, being satis-fle- bay today .being coaled by doiftle
Joseph, Hugh Mclndoe of Joplin, John
serving as guard to the caisson bear
with the same, agreed to return crews from barges alongside. The
W. Tlppin of Springfield, and Alfred!
by the White Star line of the recovCaptain Too Cautious
PRESIDENT DENIES TRUTH OF ing the coffin on the march through
H. Spear of Chamois.
of Colonel Astor's body. Mr. Dob to work.
ery
vessel will go into drydock early to- New York city went to an escort com- REGARDING
STATEMENTS
Spokane, Wash., Apuril 26. A spi
byns said Captain Roberts, comman
As national
committeeman from
Meantlme, however, their fpllown morrow morning for examination.. cial to the Chronicle from Nelson, B.
SPRINGFIELD SPEECH
posed of General Bliss, temporarily in der of Colonel
Astor's steam yacht had dispersed, leaving word that This work will be completed Sunday
Missouri to succeed Charles Nagel,
C, today says that according to i
command of the department of ihe Noma, was In
Halifax
and would look they would not rejoin the ship unless and the ship will be ready to get un- statement
commerce
of
and
labor, thej New York, April
secretary
leav- east, and his staff: General
d'
by W. H. Kenervost,
C. F. out for the
18
body.
state convention elected Thomas K. ing the home of his hrother, Henry Roe, of the New York
who
foremen
had remained der way Sunday night.
Nelson, who was a passenger on the
National
Since her return from China a year steamer Mount
or sr.
aboard when the others left were
ixnns.
wieanngnaus,
ine,w Taft t0 attmd the memoria, ex. GmrA and his fltaff and
Temple, that vessel
Qrmt
ago,
following a voyage to the orient was within five miles of the Titanit
Roosevelt forces only achieved final ercises for tne late Major (;enel.a, Post of
This
discharged.
was
concession
flf
Gran)J
tne R
(he
Amy
Red Cross relief ship, the
half an hour before that liner went
by the company, which said it as a
sweeping success in the convention Frederick D. Grant, at Governor's Is j public,
has
been out of commission. Cap- down.
would
four
distinct fights with the,and president Taft Issued a formal
after
the
lay
IN
TODAY
up
rather
1
Olympic
than
CONGRESS.
Place8 immediately following this
tain Hall formerly skipper of the vessuffer coercion.
Kenervorst declared he say th
umi ne uaa sain in aim
1
of honor were ag8igned to the
sel ,is not in command, A. L. Simie,
glrd
stubbornly.
at Springfield, Mass., yesterday M.at Th1rd battalion of the Twenty-nint- h
lights of the Titanic and that although
Officials of the line forthwith befirst officer, being in charge.
Captain Moore of tne Mount Temple
The first fight came on the ques- Theodore Rooseevlt would be a dicta Ini..r,.
gan to recruit a new force of firemen
tw iiitv t,
1Mti.
'i ii
n wpo vif uiiii
tia
The quartermaster's department Is had received wireless
Washington, April 26. Senate: In
from
tion of seating contested delegations
messages that
Sheffield, Liverpool and Por's-mout- making
cavalry, the Veteran Corns of Artlv- session 2 p. m.
ready to stock the ship with the White Star liner was sinking and
from Kansas City, St. Joseph and a leech if he should be elected for ,ery nnd other mll)taiy organIzatlon8i
1
and
yesterday announce the provisions to last several weeks and
Titanic disaster investigation conthat the women and children had been
other important points in the state. a third term. The president said: Jut
the ra,8B0n
P. A. S. Franklin, of White Olympic would sail at daybreak to- also with hospital supplies.
It is un- put off in the boats, he hove-ttinued,
"I did not use the language attribut- his
This fight occupied all of Wednesday
This
day.
emVe bodv raroe the generars Star liner, testifying.
mornlngi tugs containing derstood that two or more army docIn spite of the entreaties of his
in
ship
250
firemen
to
night and late Thursday resulted in ed to me in some of the
replace the strikers tors and a hospital staff will go on
House: Met at noon.
horge ,.pet capal.iBoned ,n b,ack
officers that he rush to the aid of the
the seating of nearly all the Roose- which I am made to say Mr. Roose-n"lv nlons8la
Olympic and were the transport.
Considered private pension bill?.
Titanic. He said that the other offivelt would be a dictator and stick
velt delegates.
new
the
PnttInS
men
abosrd when
HIGH WINDS IN WEST,
attacked
RepresentaUve Stanley
cers of the Mount Temple, clothed
Hous-e.to
a
like
leech
White
the
The second bitterly contested point
Chicago, April 26. High wlndB pre administration for alleged favoritism 0,6 seamen struck. They declared
in high boots p!:d heavy overcoats
Will Not Carry Soldiers
was that regarding chairman of the
they would not work with
vailed today over a large portion of to harvester trrfst.
26. The
army
April
Washington,
ready to lower :he Mount Temple
men and promptly clambored over
convention. Governor Hadley was
Colonel Ready to Fight
the middle west and Great Lakes rewill leave San Fran- boats, had urged Captain Moore to
Buford
transport
tne ship's side Into the waiting tugs.
SHAM BATTLE ON COAST.
a maximum velocity of
placed in that position after his folcisco Sunday for the west coast of make an attempt to reach the Titanic,
Bay, N. Y., April 26. Colon gion, reaching
lowers had demonstrated that 'they el Oyster
26. Two thou- San
50 miles an hour
some
in
Francisco,
April
Captain Haddock appealed for
places.
Mexico to pick up any
merican re- but that Captain Moore replied that
Roosevelt departed by automobile
held the balance of votes on the con'
coast artillerymen, deployed as slstance to the cruiser Cochrane.
and telephone service was
fugees who may wish to leave the It was too dangerous and he would
today for his office in New York Telegraph
vention floor.
where he has been working on his seriously hampered by broken wires. Infantry, assaulted the heights of whose commander boarded the steam country. The boalwlll visit Topolo-bamp- not risk the lives of his own passenFort Baker, the highest of the coast ier and warned the crew at any ol
The third struggle came in the res- Worcester speech for tonight. The
Altata, Mazatlan. in the state gers.
TOLD TO GET BUSY.
defense fortifications about the bay, them taking part In the strike after of Sinaloa; San Bias.
olutions committee, where Taft men colonel said he would reply strongly
Tpic. Manza-nlll- Kenervorst said he had gained la
Paris, April 26. It lo understood in a sham battle today, which follow- - having signed for the trip would b
refused to endorse Roosevelt. After to President Taft and that in all his
In Guer- formation as to the wireless message
In Collna and
the committee had submitted one re- New England speeches he would make here that the powers are considering ed hours of scouting and manuever-- guilty of mutiny. This had no ef rero. The vessel is sent at the re- received by the Mount Temple and as
t
to Captain Moore's reply to his offiport to the convention, it was with- his answer to Mr. Taft's remarks com- the matter of advising Italy either to ing for position. The soldiers have feet on the seamen who proceeded bJ quest of the state department
Amerifrom
drawn and an amplified report con- plete if he did not finish his entire try to force the Dardanelles or defi- been in camp since the issue of hurry shore.
cers, through a friend of the Marco
many
requests
Here they were met by a stron? cans stranded ln the states borderine ni operator on board.
taining a straight endorsement of reply to Mr. Taft this evening. The nitely abandon the plan as her pres- orders a few days ago that the artilColonel Roosevelt was presented and colonel was ln jovial mood and thor ent Indecision greatly embnrasses in- lerymen be given a strenuous train- force of police and placed under arternational shipping.
,
rest on the ground that their pre
ing as Infantry.
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Five)
adopted by acclamation. A minority oughly aroused for fighting.
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CAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1912.

vote on a proposition to hold a ecu- vent ion of the international
boJ.r
this year, none having been held in
five years. If It carries the convci
tion will be held in Milwaukee, Wis ,
next September.
After being out for two days the
striking carpenters of Des Molne.
Iowa, returned to work, the employers
having granted their demand for an
increase of wages amounting to
MINING TOWN WILL SPEND S400 A cents an hour. The men
already had
MONTH FOR FAVORABLE
been granted the eight-hou- r
da,- tome
PUBLICITY.
time ago by their employers.
The biennial
report of h- In
Silver City. X. M-- April 20. Silver ternational
union
Typographical
City business men have decided to shows that increases
obtained for
get vigorously Into the community the members of the union will bring
advertising game and to that end the total earned to figures at least
have already subscribed an advertis- $S,00(K0O0 greater In 1912 than in
ing fund of $400 per month for a six 1911. The report states that no othmonths' initial campaign. This means er organization can show such an inK800 a year, which puts Silver City crease.
well into the lead among progressive
Beer bottlers' unions of San Francommunities, the sum being much cisco and Los Angeles, Calif., have
greater than Albuquerque, the largest turned down
the proposed old age
city in the state, spends for this kind pension system which has been
of publicity work. At the last regular submitted to a referenedum vote
meeting of the Business Men's asso- of the unions affiliated wi.h the
ciation the canvassing committee re Brewery Workers Tnt.ernatoln! vir
of
ported $400 a month assured; report ion. The reasons (or the defed that no one they approached had tht proposition were that ihs memturned them down and that the fund bers do not approve of labor nteilng
would likely be much larger before Into
any agreement wl'h employers
the canvass was finished.
whereby the latter agrte to assist In
The advertising committee of tbe efrtabllshlng an old ase pension
association was Instructed to communicate by wire with Mr. Bassett
TOWN.
of the Gardner advertising agency of
NEW CUT-OFSt. Louis and Chicago, and inform
Garden City, Kan., April 28. When
him of the amount It was proposed the town of Santa Fe, county seat of
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Our men customers will be
sepleased to learn we have
cured the popular Wilson
Bros. Shirts. This is one of
best known and and most
desirable line of mea's goods
In
on the market

STYLE, FIT and QUALITY

j

they are unsurpassed, while the colors are absolute fast.

They
desirable
patterns.
come in a good variety of materials and very
Our assortment includes plain c.r pleated bossoms, some without collars, others with soft folo over collar either attached or
detached.
Our prices are the lowest ever quoted in Las Vegas on this
line of sroods and will be maintained as quoted. For example
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The line which has always been sold in this
$1.00
vicinity at $1.25 we will sdl at

F

Those which have been known as the $1.75
and $2.00 qualities, we will sell at
$1.50
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The

so-call-

ed

1

$2. 0 grade, we price

at $2.00

Beautiful Silk Shirts in a variety of J patterns
all desirable colors, soft, fold over collars attached
or detached at
$2.50 nd $3 OO
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Las Vbia'LoadingSioro

&.&o$mumfti 6 Son
Established

South Side Plaa.

1862

of the signers of the Medicine Lodge
treaty of 1867, In wnich his people
agreed to settlement on a reservation.
In 1S71 on a raiding trip down into
Texas a band of Kiowas under Satanta attacked a wagon train and killed
seven white men. Satanta and two
other chiefs of cesser importance
were arrested, tried for murder and
sentenced to life Imprisonment in the
Texas penitentiary.
A few years later Santanta committed suicide by throwing himself from
a window of the p. son hospital.

ance with the strenuous effort that is
being made to have the grade ready
for the laying of steel by May 16.
(Large bridges are necessary on
mtyes 6, 7 and 8' out of Dodge and a
large number of smaller structures
from mile 8 on.
The trestle over
Crooked creek in Gray county will be
one of the largest along the route.
The present schedule provides that
the track shall be laid as far as Satanta by July 4, and several special
trains will be run out of jpodge for
a big celebration of the southwest-erner- s
at that place on that day.

-

-
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Bridge Work Is Begun.
Dodge City, Kan.,
April 26.

The
construction of bridges on the Santa
Fe's new Colmar cutoff to the south
west was begun near here in accord

PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in

6

to

14

days.

BOc.

l

Bln-gl-

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

Tie'

ADVERTISED GOODS

Cottolene is made from

the choicest of cotton oil. From
CottonMd to Kitchen human hands
never touch the oil from which Cottolene is
made.
Res. doucrhnuts and cakes cooked with Cottolene can
be fearlessly enjoyed by the most determined dyspeptic,
for Cottolene makes food digestible as well as palatable.
There is no substitute for Cottolene, because there is no
shortening as good as Cottolene. It is pure, clean, neutral
in taste and flavor, and absolutely the most economical and
d
healthful frying and shortening medium. It goes
farther than butter or lard.
one-thir-

Natures Gift from the Sunny South

HI

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

no, Calif.
Tn New York city 131,972

children
and 18 years of age are
now at work, 66,620 boys and 65,352
girls.
The Lancashire and Cheshire Miners' Federation has changed its rules
so as to admit women mine workers
as well as men to Its membership.
The manufacturing
industries of
the United States employ as wage
earners 6,615,046 persons, or almost
14
per cent of the total population.
Plans are being laid ultlmataly to
unite all the workers In the metal
and machine Industry In New Yok
in a metal workers' Industrial union
Practical prohibition of child labor
of any kind In the District of Columbia is contemplated in a bill introduced in the house of representatives by Congressman Cox of Ohio.
The membership of the Gas Workers' union of Great Britain is still In
creasing and the finances are on th3
upward grade. D".rUit' thr ovarter

between

14

was $61,000 an-- the tola! ex
jpendltures $12,500.
AH the unions afMHiH wl'h the
Molders' tmlon of
rti Ameil ". vill

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor

only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

'
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SISTERS OF LORETTO OBSERVE

CENTENNIALJF THEIR ORDER
Simple Program Marks the Celebration in Loretto Academy Order Was Founded in Kentucky and Has Grown With Remarkable Rapidity Has Had a Strong Influence in Education
Throughout the Entire Southwest.
In a simple, unostentatious way the
Sisters of Loretto in charge of Loretto academy on the West side, yesterday celebrated the one hundredth anniversary of the foundation of their
order, in the morning at 8 o'clock
high mass was sung in the chapel
In the afternoon a program consisting of music, a reading by one of
the members of the community of the
history and achievements of the order and an address by the Rev. Father O'Connor was participated In. This
was followed by the benediction of
the blessed sacrament at which the
officiating priest was assisted by deacon and subdeaeon. At this service
the hymn "Hail to the Queen," paraphrased by Rev. Father Nerlnckx,
founder of the order, was Bung.
The Sisters of Loretto have been
foremost In educational circles in
New Mexico for many years. Their
academy on the West side has been
Wghly successful In its work and Its
alumnae are known for their excellent
achievements.
The folowlng article from the luls-villCourier-Journfurnishes much
information concerning the history
and attainments of the Sisters of Loretto.
One hundred years ago the 25th of
this month, Mary Rhodes, Christina
Stuart and Nancy Havern, beautiful
pioneer girls, lay prostrate before a
rude altar In the log church of St.
Charles, Marion county. It was the
gospel of the mass when the celebrant, Father Charles Nerlnckx, bade
the trio arise and renounce the world
and all its promises, to devote themselves to the service of the church.
At that moment sprang into being the
Sisters of Loretto at the Foot of the
Cross, Kentucky's boast of the first
American religious order approved by
the Pope.
In the romance entwined about the
commonwealth's history there probably is no more engrossing story than
the life of the priest who received
those three maidens Into the order
that April morning. Driven from his
native Belgium because he could not
bow his conscience to the French
directory, In 1805, he began his life
work In the wilds of Kentucky. For
19 years he
rode his good horse,
Printer, Into every nook and corner
of the state, seeking out the sturdy
pioneers who were struggling to keep
the faith of their fathers; with almost
superhuman strength he lent his hands
to build churches and schoolhouses
and as his crowning work founded and
fostered the teaching order of
e

Today all that remains of the first
little convent near St. Charles church
are two stone chimneys, the present
motherhouse being at Loretto, about
seven miles from the spot where Sisters Mary, Christina and Nancy struggled against frightful odds. Charles
Nerlnckx built better than he knew,
yet died a stranger in a strange land.
It is asserted that Jealous forces drove
him from his beloved Kentucky, and
for years enemies sought to stamp his
very name from the society's annals.
But the spirit of their founder remained with his wards and the rule
which he left them and the ideals
which he taught have been sanctioned
by the church.
Now a Hundred Schools
Iretto's consecrated workers were
the first to cross the western plains,
ministering to the suffering red man
and founding schools and colleges to
teach the young art and science and
Christian morality.
Today seven
hundred members wear the simple
black habit and veil of the order,
nearly one hundred schools are taught
by the Lorettines and, besides the Loretto Academy of Kentucky, they have
a modern normal school near St. Louis
for their own sisters and flourishing
academies In Denver, Pueblo, Colorado
Springs, and Loretto, Colo., St. Louis,
Kansas City, Florissant and Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Montgomery, Ala., El
Paso, Tex., Santa Fe, Ias Cruces and
Las Vegas, N. M.; and historic St.
Benedict's Academy In Louisville.
At all of these places there will be
services of thanksgiving to the Providence whom Father Nerlnckx promised would never forsake the society.
Archbishops, bishops and priests,
members of othe rslsterhoops, Catholic laymen and, in fact, men and
women of other denominations will
join the sisters to celebrate their
Foundation day. This unusual celebration will be held In 15 dioceses.
Although greater crowds probably
will participate In the services elsewhere, the principal celebration will
be at old Loretto, for it was there
that Father Nerlnckx, upon his arrival In Kentucky was received with outstretched arms by Father Badln, the
Apostle of Kentucky; .there his dust
lies beneath a massive monument
which the nuns have erected to his
memory, and from there zealous sisters still go forth In increasing numbers to teach.
Heroic Service of Founder
Loretto's founder was born at
in the province of Brabant,
Belgium, October 2, 1762, being the
eldest of 14 children. After the usual
Herf-felinge-

theological course young Nerlnckx
was ordained priest, November
4,
1785. in the Cathedml of Mechlin,
His
by Cardinal de Frankenbergh.
first rharge was the Metropolitan parish of St. Romoldtu in Mechlin. From
the beginning his zeal so attracted his
superiors that when the Important
became
parish of Everberg-Meerbek- e
vacant he was appointed its vicar.
So great was the awakening
in
Everberg-Meebek- e
as the result of his
labors that the tide of IrreUglon which
swept northward wit hthe victorious
armies of the French revolution was
unable to engulf that town. Rulers
of the new republic then turned their
attention to Father Nerlnckx. In 1797
he was placed upon the proscription
list, and his life being in imminent
danger, he disguised himself as n
peasant and fled to the hospital of St.
Hlase in Dendermonde. There his aunt
Mother Constantine Langendries, was
superior, and although .the nuns had
shared a similar fate to that of priests
these sisters were permitted to conduct their hospital because the government did not want the care of the
unfortunate inmates, where he remained four years.
Believing that tne western world
needed him, he began the study of English in his garret home. Finally he
applied to Bishop Carroll, of Baltimore, for admission to that diocese,
which embraced Hie I'nited States and
all of the territories. This sorely burdened prelate having accepted the
new worker Father Nerinckx arrived
ai Baltimore in March of 1800, after
a seven month'B voyage. Father Nerlnckx was 43 years old when at
Georgetown
College, he became "a
schoolboy" again in order that he
might master the English language.
Nerinckx Comes to Kentucky
When he had been at the Jesuit
for several
College in Georgetown
months studying English, Father Ne-rinckx learned that a community of
lrapplst monks were about to start
for Kentucky. Accordingly he set
out with these silent followers of St.
Benedict as his companions. But they
traveled too leisurely, so he bade
them adieu shortly after entering
what is now the state of Ohio. There
he bought that famjous old 'horse
"Printer," which did valiant service
in carrying him over his Kentucky
mission.
On July 18, 1805, Father Nerinckx
arrived at St. Stephen's and was warmly welcomed by Father Badln, who insisted that the new priest make his
home with him. A year after his com
ing Father Badln gave Father Ne
rlnckx the property on the Rolling-Forto be used as a mission. Here
be built his first church, and In the
following year he built the church of
St. Charles, whose story Is vitally entwined In the founding of Loretto.
In 1807 Father Nerlnckx built the
first brick church In Kentuoky at Danville. In his letters of about this time
he mentions Louisville and some Inter
esting facts concerning the future
gateway of the south can be gleaned
from them. He describes the little vil
lage then just coming Into "promin
k
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ence among the settlements of Kentucky as "situated on a second bank,
very high; just at the head of the rapids; It consists of about 50 houses a
deal scattered, but some frame. The
number of Catholics undoubtedly will
Increase in Louisville, if they have 1
good priest, and just now there are
great hopes of building a church without delay."
From modern standards by which
the growth of cities are judged we
soon began
might infer that
to make phenomenal strides. A short
time later the good old priest wrote:
"There Is much trade and more wickedness In Louisville."
After the nurehase of Ixiuiftinna hv
the I'nited States the already
Bishop Carroll had placed
upon his shoulders the additional care
of the vast diocese embracing this ter
ritory. This was too much, and so
when the dioceses of New York. Boston. Philadelphia and Bardstown were
created. Bishop Carroll resolved to in
trust the New Orleans province to
someone acquainted with the needs of
the western country. With the Holy
See all matters were arranged, and
when the papal bulls apiinting t'ie
four bishops arrived In the fall of 1V.08
they brought with them a brief appointing Father Nerlncnkx administrator of the New Orleans diocese under Bishop Carroll until the latter pre
late could arrange to have Father Nerlnckx consecrated Bishop of New Op
leans.
liishop, or, as he now was. Archbishop Carroll, hastened to convey thr
news to Father Nenrlnckx. The ?
priest received the letter after an arduous missionary journey and he wa
almost overcome with the intelligence.

TMRt

they bad no conception. But they
were persistent and gladly he wrote
them on a scrap of paper their first
simple rule.
Bishop Flaget approved of the project and ordered that they be regularly organized as a sisterhood as soon
as five or six members were secured
For the time Mary Rhodes, baring
commenced the little school, was se
lected to guide them, but they had
not lone to wait. Sallie Havern, a sis
ter of Nancy, and Nancy Rhodes cast
their lot among them. Immediately
they asked Father Nerinckx to appoint a superior whom they could
look upon as a mother, but the pries!
told them to go to their cabin and
choose their own leader Accordingly
the five young women seated themselves on the ground In their cabin
and with one ballot elected Nancy
Rhodes, then only 20 years of age.
first mother superior.
Thus the "rut really American order
was established. The next recruit was
Nellte Morgan, who also had been
conducting a school near Holy Mary,
and the society began to flourish.
Father Nerinckx soon moved to St.
Charles.

After sufficient trial Father Nerlnckx drew up a formal rule for the
order which he called "The Friends
of Man at the Foot of the Cross."
This name was (hanged to the Sisters
of Loretto at the Foot of the Cross
by order of the Vatican authorities.
The first o1; :t of the society was to
be "the d ry of God, the sancttflcv
tion of their own souls and the salvation m "leir neighbors' by educatii'g
and in tructing the children."
New Buildings Erected
In June of 1812 Father Nerinckx,
with the help of his parishioners, he- gan to enlarge and Improve fha convent buildings. A large tract was
cleared and several new cabins wwro
erected. The site of this first Loretto
is plainly seen as one walks alone the
bighroad leading from St. Mary's '.o
St. Charles church. All that remain
there of those little cabins are two
stone chimneys attached to a farm
house which was built on the site
Father Nerlnckx's little house was
transported to Loretto seevral years
ago. For a time It stood behind his
monument In the conventual grave
yard, but Mother Praxedes was not
content to let It be thus exposed to
the fury of time and the elements.
She has had a concrete base built up
on which the cabin has been perman
ently placed. So jealous is her care
that every log is being chemically
treated to Insure its preservation.
The number of students continued
to increase and the generous people
in the nelghborhool often
brought
gifts of corn, wheat and pork to aid
the sisters. From the letter written
about this time it Is learned that
the common branches, "needle worit
sound morality and Christian politeness," were the curriculum of the
school.
The tuition of $5 a year
would seem a jest In this day, but of
course boarders also were obliged to
bring sufficient provisions or monev
to recompense the sisters for their
keeping.
For some time the nuns
were forced to wear their worldy
dress, but they only did so until they
found suitable material for a religious
garb. It Is hardly possible that any
of the community were chemists, but
they speedily learned that by adding
copperas to an extract of oak bark
they could secure a fairly good black
dye. In this way they transformed
their home-spudresses and veils in
to the somber habits worn by the religious orders. About their waist they
wore a leather girdle and a rosary at
their side.
Father Nerlnckx had much In common with the early anchorites
who
fled from, the cities to live in the deserts. His clothing was of the coar-es- t
home-spuhis daily fare very
scant and poor and his whole life
was one of austerities. But those early Lorettines Insisted on making their
rule even more severe than he planned. Accordingly, when not engaged

The Honor Declined
Hitherto Father Nerinckx had sub
mitted to his superior witli obedienct
but now he refused, not haughtily, but
as one refuses to undertake something
which, in his humility, he
believes
himself unworthy to accomplish. Th
entreaties of the archbishop were of
on avail, and, fearing that he would
be commanded to submit, he appealed
to his friends to save him.
Father
Badin and the Dominican fathers who
had settled at St. Rose's in Washing
ton county, added their voice to that
of Father Nerlnckx, and finally the
prayer of the humble priest was
granted.
In the meantime, the Rt. Rev. Benedict Josepb Flaget, the first bishop
of Bardstown, had been consecrated
In Baltimore but did not reach Kentucky until six months afterwards because he lacked the money to make
the trip. There were only four log
buildings at St. Stephens at this time.
One of them was the chapel, the other
the home of the missionaries,
the
third for the use of the young men
who came with Bishop Flaget to pre
pare themselves for the priesthood
and the fourth was given over to th
bishop himself.
In 1807 Father Nerinckx and his
stalwart superior, Father Badln, be
gan preparations to found a religious
order to teach children. Several young
women had signified their intention
of joining the new sisterhood, but before the convent, which was situated
near St. Stephens, had been completed, fire leveled all to the ground except two . stone chimneys. Father
Badin's grief was as deep as his hope
had been high, and he entirely aban
doned the idea of ever seeing the con
vent established. Not so Charles
Nerlnckx. Those two blackened remnants of their longings only stimu
lated him to greater effort.
Establishing the Order
About this time Mary Rhodes, a
young Maryland woman, came to live
with her brother, Bennet Rhodes, and
her sister, Nancy Rhodes on Hardin
Washington
county. Mary
Khodes had been educated in a con
vent of the Pious Ladies at Georgetown, D. C, and naturally the neglect
of her brother's children in the matter of education touched her deeplv.
At once she began to give them daily
instruction, and soon began to perceive the same necessity everywhere
in the growing community. Having
been encouraged heartily by Father
Nerlnckx, Miss Rhodes opened a
school in a little log hut that stood
not far from her brother's house. Soon New Drug That Quickly Removes
These Homely Spots.
it was crowded with earnest
little
There's no longer the slightest net
folks and Mary Rhodes was happy.
It was not very long until Father Ne- of feeling ashamed of your freckles
othine double
rinckx offered Miss Christina Stuart as a new drug,
to help the brave teacher and, when strength has been discovered that
these homely
she had taken up her residence at the positively removes
Rhodes' household the two young spots.
women became close friends.. At
Simply get one ounce of othine
length they decided to forswear all of double strength, from any first class
the social demands. That was the druggist In the city of Las Vegas, and
apply a little of it at night, and In
germ from which Loretto. sprang.
Soon another young woman. Miss the morning you will see that even
Nancy Havern, applied for admission the worst freckles have begun to dis
In the select company and was
glally appear, while the lighter ones have
received. The three made their cabin vanished entirely. It Is seldom that
as nearly habitable as possible and more than an ounce Is needed t, com
were aided in every way by their pletely clear the skin and gain a
champion, Father Nerlnckx. Finally beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double
they asked him' to aid them In forming a real sisterhood. He warned strength othine, as this Is sold under
them that the life which they were guarantee of money back If It falls to
electing demanded sacrllfces of which remove freckles.
n

Up a Party
Making
we are

making up a little party lor
tomorrow. I have just telephoned to Jim
Wesley, and he wll go. What do you say?
"Good! Come down to the office at
y
tonight. The fellows will be here."
In making up a party for sport or pleasure the
Bell Telephone is indispensable.

QAY Harry,

five-thrt-

Every Bell Telephone is a Long Distance Station
.
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S.S.S.

NATURE'S
PERFECT TONIC

Something more than an ordinary tonic is required to restore health to
a weakened,
system; the medicine must possess bloo
j lugis
of the circulation
properties as well, because the weakness and impurity
responsible for the poor physical condition. The blood does not contain
the necessary quantity of rich, red corpuscles, and is therefore a weak,
watery stream which cannot afford sufficient nourishment to sustain the
system in ordinary health. A poorly nourished body cannot resist disease,
and this explains why so many persons are attacked by a spell of
sickness when the use of a good tonic would have prevented the trouble.
and tonic qualities combined.
In S. S. 8. will be found both
It builds up weak constitutions by removing all impurities and germs from
the blood, thus supplying a certain means for sastoring strength and
The healthful, vegetable ingredients of which
invigorating the system.
8. 8. 8. is composed make it splendidly fitted to the needs of those systems
which are dellc ite from any cause. It Is Nature's Perfect Tonic, free from
all harmful minerals, a safe and pleasant acting medicine for persons of
feeling so common
every age. 8. 8. 8. rids the body of that tired, worn-oat this season, improves the appetite and digestion, tones up the stomach,
acta with pleasing effects on the nervous system, and reinvigorates every
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLaJTTA, GA.
portion of the body.
run-do-

blood-cleansi-

ut

in teaching, they never spoke, except
at the community recreation following
meals, and they never wore shoes.
For a time also the sisters were burled without coffins, but later both of
these customs were dispensed with
by the ecclesiastical authorities.
Death Comes to Superior
Sorrows for the little community
same from other sources than works
of penance. Shortly after her election as superior the tell-talflush
came to the otherwise pale cheeks of
Ann Rhodes.
It was not long until
she was taken t oher bed, but in the
midst of her suffering she continued
to direct the affairs of the house. At
length she called nuns and pupils
about her and, having spoken words
of consolation, Mother Ann, scarcely
past her twenty-firs- t
birthday, closed
her eyes and slept. Outside the snow
was falling heavily as the nuns, bear- the body of their dead superior,
Father Nerinckx to the newly
fjfcv
e. chanting "De Pro Fundls"
dug
and. Pfslrere." With only her
to shield her from the
cold earth she was placed In the
grave and a little wooden cross raised above her head. Today all that
remains of the first mother is contained In a beautiful stone tomb In
the little graveyard at Loretto Motherhouse, to which it was removed by
her followers. Close by Is her sister,
Mary Rhodes, the foundress and second mother, and between them lies
their friend, Father lerlnckx
For ten years Mother Mary presided
over the society and saw Its growth
into a great teaching order. From
1822, when her term of office expired,
she sought to live in obscurity, refus-iato accept any honor ior having
founded the society. She lived to the
ripe age of 76 years. But their poverty and the death of their first mother were not to fill the chalice of bitterness. At first many treated them
with scorn and contempt. On August
15, 1813, Mother Mary and
Sisters
Christina, Clare, Ann and Sarah pronounced their perpetual vows of chastity, poverty and obedience In the
presence of a large crowd gathered
In St. Charles' church and shortly
afterward seevral new postulonts
were admitted.
e

g

Approved by Pope
In 1816 Father Nerinckx went to
Rome and the then reigning pontiff,
Pius IX recognized, approved and
blessed the society for the first presentation of a religious order. It was
then placed under the protection of
the College of the Propaganda, which
until recent years guided the destiny
of the church in America as In any
missionary land.
While Father Nerinckx was In Europe branch schools! had been opened
at Holy Mary, now Calvary. This
house was conducted until 1900 when
It was closed because the community
could not spare teachers for it. Two
years later the sisters commenced an
academy at Gethsemane, and for 30
years this school did a noble work.
In 1884 the erection of other schools
made this one no longer a necessity
and the ground was sold to a colony
of Trappist monks who still live there
In the now famous Abbey of Geth-e mane.
Having so successfully provided for
the education of the girls, Father Nerinckx turned his attention to the
boys. Accordingly he secured a tract
of 300 acres with a fairly large house
already standing and the sisters cultivated the land awaiting the fruition
of thefr founder's plan. But in 1819
the house was destroyed by fire and
Father Nerinckx went to Europe to
secure aid in his undertaking. Several years later he arrived home to
find a school already established by
the Rev. Wiliam Byrne. Father Nerinckx had Intended to found an order of men, similar to his Sisterhood
of Loretto, but since Father Byrne
had been permitted to take charge of
the school the oW missionary qrrietb
relinquished all claim. This school,
founded by Father Byrne, Is the Saint
Mary's College of today, but since
the property had belonged to the Loretto society Bishop Flaget gave them
St. Stephen's farm, the old home of
Father Badln, and the present Motherhouse of the Lorettines.

For rheumatism yon wilt find nothing better than Chamberlain's Llni
ment. Try It and see how quick!
It gives relief. For sale by all deal
era.
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Greater Speed Greater Accuracy
t Greater Efficiency are the
logical results of installing the

Underwood

Typewriter

Underwood special purpose machines meet the
needs of every business. Exclusive Underwood fea
parti-ticul-

ar

tures make possible the
most important
g
of
modern
systems
labor-savin-

FRECKLES

accounting.
The ever

growing

de-

mand puts the annual sales
of Underwoods far ahead
of those of any other ma
chine making
necessary
the largest typewriter fac
tory and the largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is
unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical
superiority of

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
Branch Offices in

All Principal

Cities

Underwood Typewriter Co,
West Gold Street.,
309 North Oregon St.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
El Paso, Texas.
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of the Journal and tt was referred to
the committee on revision.
The follow lag bills were introduced;
Senate BUI No. 110, by McCoy, the
new school code.
"Senate BtlXNo. ill, by Ilfeld, an act

House Resolution No. 14, by Chris-mnthat the senate be invited to listen with the house at 4 p. m. to an
address of Hon. E. W. Chafin of Arizona, at one time presidential candidate of the prohibition party, aroused
a stormy rapid Are debate on the plea
that the house had too much but ss
on the calendar to listen to an aduiess
at that hour. The resolution was
adopted and the house went into recess to listen to Mr Chafin.
Mr. Chafin addressed the house In
vigorous language on tne "High Cost
of Living," and laid down the proiosi-tiothat the liquor traffic Is not a
producer, but a greedy, insatiable consumer who causes immense waste,
and that it this waste were stopped
the high cost of living problem could
be solved and not before. Mr. Chafin
was frequently applauded as he made
point after point.

0T!C.
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TRANSPORT TO GO TO
AID

OFJMERICANS

1912.

Americans reside. This has left the
state department without information
as to their safety and this in the
face of reports of wanton acts of
bandits and organized rebels.
Constant appeals came to the state
department to use some methods of
ascertaining the welfare of these peotried other
ple, but the officials
means to ward off the necessity of
sending a United States vessel to the
coast Today's reports declare tne
situation throughout Mexico as genworse. Marauders
erally becoming
are causing much uneasiness by their
activity.

to declare what shall be the legal ef(Continued from Page One)
fect of a repealing clause.
EDITOR
A message from the governor an
M. M. PADGETT
the Pacific. The transport Crook first
nnunoed the appointment of the rewas selected for the relief expedition,
form school and the University of
but officials later decided that vessel
New Mexico regents, jriven elsewhere
had insufficient accommodations for
The committee on state affairs reAmericans who might wish to leave
Entered at the postofQce at East ported favorably House Bill No. 65,
Mexico.
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmiss making Columbus Day, October 12, a
The Buford. therefore, was desigion through the United States malls legal holiday. It reported a substi
nated. While the Buford is a govern
a second class matter.
tute for House Joint Resolution No.
stress is laid on tne
ment vessel,
IT, on the Titanic 'catastrophe, cutting
Trouble on West Coast
fact that there will be no soldiers
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
out reference to Colonel John Jacob
aboard and the only persons bearing
Bisbeq, Ariz., April 26. Conditions
Dally, by Carrier:
war
Astor and the
United States commissions will be the along the west coast of Mexico are
$ .05 heroes. Both the bill and the resoluPer Copy
doctors and some members of the becoming more alarming daily, ac16 tion were
One Week
passed unanimously.
cording to refugees, who told today of
hospital corps.
65
One Month
The senate went Into committee of
State department advices indicate the fears of friends of Virgil York, a
7.50 the whole to consider Senate Bill No.
One Year
Ameri- wealthy mining operator, formerly of
there are
perhaps 500
Mali
Dally by
199, the wild animal bounty measure
cans likely to avail themselves of this Alamogordo, New Mexico, and an
$6.00 The bill was recommitted to the com
One Year
ADMIRAL THOMAS TO RETIRE
oportunlty to leave Mexico. About American physician now missing, that
3.00 mittee an
Blx Months
200 are at Ixs Mochis and vicinity she two men have been either killed
26.
Judicial
The
navy
April
Washington,
Senator Holt was Excused to Tues will lose a veteran and efficient offi- and probably 300 more scattered or imprisoned by rebels.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
York, who recently was robbed of
day and paired with Mabry.
cer tomorrow, when Rear Admiral down the coast as far as Sallna Cruz.
GROWER
Since the rebels began to make $1,000, left Sinaloa shortly after the
Adjourned to 2:30 p. m. Friday.
Chauncey Thomas, recently in com
2.00
One Year
Immediately atfer adjournment the mand of the Pacific fleet, will be headway in operations along the Pa- attack upon that city, accompanied by
1.00 committee on commttttees reassigned
Six Months
placed .on the retired list on account cific coast, communication has been the physician, headed for the mining
committee mn$bers because of the of age.
cut with many interior towns where town of San Jose de Gracias. Their
Caah In Adrance for Mall Subscripof Homere by Abeytia.
replacing
tions)
House
Remit by draft, check or money
Baca
Speaker
presided. The Mul
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
lens "Bee'' biH special order of the
j responsible for loss.
was taken up immediately.
Specimen copies free on appllca-ion- . day
An amendment was adopted which
will place the expense to be Incur
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT red under the measure, upon the bee
keepers by direct taxation. Mullens
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
explained that the bill Is one desired
PAID FOIL
by the beekepers, who
represent
Advertisers are guaranteed the $75,000. The emergency clause ja
added because of the highly.. iuse
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern tlous and contagious nature oA'"fDul
brood," which may be commriScated
Npw Mexico.
AT THE
to human beings and may evencause
blood poison. Catron objected to the
TELEPHONES
Main 2 wording of the emergency clause as
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 not being sufficiently specific to comNEWS DEPARTMENT
ply with constitutional requirements
FRIDAY. APRIL 26, 1912.
and he suggested two amendments,
one to remedy the defect pointed out,
and the other to insert the word
"knowingly," before "sell, barter," in
the clause making tt a misdemeanor
to sell diseased bees or honey from
.
such bees.
Both amendments were adopted
Toombs moved to srtkie out "summary," before the word "conviction,"
as the word "summary" in the law
might deprive an accused of the right
to trial by Jury. LleweUi'n made an
address in favor of the Pinpointing
out the fact that the "bee" industry
a rapidly growing one, that Dona
is
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
Ana and Chaves counties export hoTHE LEGISLATURE
ney by the carloads.
Vargas spoke
in a similar strain, saying that in
A TWO-REE- L
FEATURE SUBJECT
Santa Fe, N. M., April 26. Much of Rio Arriba and San Juan counties,
ficial business was transacted ycater- - too, the industry is a growing one.
ay by the house and senate of the Chrisman said that San Juan county
has paid much attention to beekeepow Mexico state legislature.
ing, but that the losses caused by
The Day's Calendar
louse Bill No. 9, introduced by J. foul brood, have brought indifference
Mullens, March 20, an act to and neglect, and that the passage of
ate the office of inspector of bees the bill would remedy this condition.
to recommit
ami apiaries and providing funds and A motion by Toombs
was passlost.
was
The
bill
the
bill
thereof.
execution
the
for
pena'ties
Ref err. d to the committee on agricul- ed unanimously, 45 voting.
A memorial to congress, was intro
ture an- - Kaiwttactures. April 19, reported to house with recommendation duced by Speaker Baca, asking for
that it be passed with amendments. two additional judicial circuits west
The memorial
Made the "special order for next of the Mississippi.
sets forth at length, the disproporThursday at 2 p. m."
House Substitute for House Bill No. tionate size and population of the fedIll, original
introduced by Mullens, eral circuits at. present.
Chairman Burg of the ways and
M:.rch 28, an act to authorise Incorporated towns, cities and Tillages in means committee reported favorably
One of Browning's famous poems and intensely dramatic.
thstate of New Mexico to construct House Bill No. 123, to enable school
This story is'well known and extremely interesting to all,
and districts to assume indebtedness for
p. aanent street Improvements
school
house
construction
and
equipassess part of the cost against the
but especially so among schools, teachers and people of
owners of property abutting upon ment
culture.
The passage of the bill will remove
such improvements and their property, and against the owners of rail a technical defect from a recent $35,-00bond Issue for school purposes at
roads or street railways occupying
A SHORT SYNOPSIS OF THE PICTURE
Roswell
and will also prevent embar
and
or
streets
highways improved
their property and to provide for the rassment' to other districts In the fuThorold, Earl Thresham, proud of his ancestral escutcheon, which he
enforcement and collection of such ture.
claims shows no tarnish, welcomes the proposal of Henry, Earl Mertoun,
The committee on Judiciary cleaned
assessments; referred to committee
for his sister Mildred's hand, as it will mean the uniting of two noble
on public property. April 24 reported the desks, and Chairman Llewellyn
with recommendation that it be pass- reported In favor of tabling House
houses, he not knowing that Mildred and Henry, who are both very young,
Bills Nos. 49, 60, 51, 52 and 80. The
ed.
ignorant and unguarded, have already met, sinned and now attempt a repHouse Bill No. 45, introduced by M. committee recommended that House
He learns from one of his servants that an unknown visitor, who
aration.
No.
Bill
98, an election law, be
P. Manzanares, April 9, an act creatwas
none
other than Henry himself, was seen leaving his sister's chamber,
to the committee on ways and
ing tbe county of Sumner; referred
and in a flurry of rage sets out to right the wrong as he believes to be the
to committee on counties and county means. A majority report in favor of
passing House Bill No. 43, by Rogers,
lines. April 22 reported with
only way.
vaccination act
that it be passed with an
amendmfients. read in full; recommit- was presented. A minority report is
G
ALSO TWO
COMEDIES
ted to committee on Judiciary. April also to be presented.
The
were
introduced
following bills
24 reported constitutional by majoryesterday afternoon:
ity of committee on Judiciary.
,
(LUBIN)
House Bill No. 143, by Bias SanHouse Bill No. 110, Introduced by J.
A farce with an invalid mother-in-laand a pugilistic young man.
A. Young. April 19, on act regulating chez, the educational bill, which- has
the use of oil and gas wells and the the sanction of the state board of
mode of plugging same when aban- education. The changes It makes In
doned; referred ito committee on ways the present law, were pointed out a
and means. April 24 reported with few days ago. It covers 153 typewritten pages and Is a complete eduThe yeddisher peddler and bandit story with a new twist.
recommendation that it be passed.
cational code.
Senate
House Bill No. 144 by Baca, to
Senators HolL Gal legos and Panfcey
No one can afford to miss this extra fine program.
Pictures
create an industrial school at or near
were appointed to escort Senator-elec- t
start prompt at 7:30. Gome early avoid the, rush and get a good
A. C. Abeytia to a seat in the senate. Santa Fe.
Senator Abeytia said : "I thank you for House Bill No. 145, by Padllla,
seat. USUAL GHARGE OF ADMISSION.
for the election of a city
the honor yon have conferred upon
me and I shall give full consideration marshal and city attorney In incorpoto all measures that may be brought rated municipalities.
26-2- 7
tefore this senate for the good of the House Bill No. 146. by Trujlllo, an
I
will
act
and
for
appropriating $19,000
improve
state and of the people
I thank ments of the, Rio Grande, lo be disrmmider there imoartlallr.
tributed among the various counties
you."
A squabble arose over the approval along the Rio Grande.
'
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orders today from Adjutant General
Forbes to recruit to 70 men $ach and
be ready for service at any time. It
was announced also that necessary
field equipment would be sent from
Sacramento at once. It is understood
that the war department has ordered
similar encampments for all coast
Militia Told to Get Ready
camps in the service for the
San Diego, Calif., April 26. The purpose of ascertaining the utility Of
captain of the two San Diego com- these organizations as InfanJry in an
panies of the National Guard received emergency.
friends have not lieard fro the pair
since and fear for their safety caused
them to report the matter to, American Consul Taylor at Cuaymas. Consul Taylor has advised Americans to
go to centers of population or leave
the country.

y

Duncan Opera House
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FERRIS HARTMAN
a.nd His Superb Company, including
WALTER De LEON

and MISS "MUGGINS"

DAVIES

In the Record Breaking Masies! Comedy of College Life

BEAUTIFUL

6

SCENIC AND
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PRODUCTION
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A

GENUINE HIT
IP A N V

50-CO- M

Keantifnl

"The Wrcatosl Musical Comedy Success in Years"
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horns

PRICES 75cts. $1.00, $1.30
$1,050

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

26 and 27
lOGRA RH

April

1

BLOT ON THE

ESCUTCHEON"

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.

Whalen,

COLONIAL
PUMPS

All Sizes

Suede & Patent

A Big Hpst of Them here -- all
show the newest ideas brought
forth for this Spring. Beyond
doubt the greatest showing of
White Waists ever displayed in
Las Vegas. We are justly proud
of them and ask you to inspect
their good qualities. Prices

&

Co.

Fowler Props

White Nu Buck
High

Shoes

and
PUMPS

$1.25 TO $10.00

About Boy's Suits
3

to 17

year Sizes

These ,&yt have, won so excellent a reputation in the past
that it is enough to say that the
standard of style, fit and workr

SIDE-SPLITTIN-

WIFEY'S MA COMES BACK"
w

manship is maintained even
better in some particulars. All
the new ideas are to be found
in these 1912 Boy's Suits

"TOUGH GUY, LEVI"

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY,

Machine
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SHOWING OF NEW WAISTS
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$3.50
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$8.50

of Quality"

ACHARACHS
Las Vegas
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We Are Agents

Howell.
Dr. W. T. Brown, who Is at tht
head of the Valmora Ranch Sanatorium, drove in this morning from tht

New

Vamora Ranch.
Cecillo Rosenwald, of IRosenwald
& Son, dealer in
general merchandise,
went to Santa Fe last night on a
short business trip.
Colonel R. E- Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the A. T. & S. F. in New
Mexico, returned 'ast night from ti
short trip to Gallup.
Miss Ruth Sears, who has been vis
iting in as Vegas for the past ten
days, the guest of Miss Mabel Laird,
will leave tomorrow fternoon for her
home in Kansas..Mrs. M. C. Harris, who was a visiv
or in Las yegas several weeks ag
the guest r her aunt, Mrs. Charlei
Rosenthal, passed through Las Veg
as this "aifrerflo6,'n on her return trij
from St. Louis to her home In Pres
cott, Ariz;
Eugene J. Roy, accompanied by W.
Fi Walkowicjc and Frank Arlano left
this morning for their home in Roy,
traveling overland in Mr, Roy's tour
ing car. They came In last night from

Patterns.

Idea

-

May Fashion Sheet
Given Away

FREE
Remember, all patterns

IOcONLY.

Hoffman

&
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Graobarth
STORE'

PRICED

Phone Main 104.
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t

35o
Finest

A La Carte Bill in

BARNES & RUSH,

the State.
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Mora.
E. ,R. Russell, went to Denver this
afternoon. Mr. Russell will purchase
datibt cqws and machinery
for the
cTfffftsrrJfwr is to be run in conjunction with the Crystal Ice plant.
T. A, Akers, the dairyman, accompanied Mr. Russell on his trip and will
assist him in the selection of stock.
District Judge David J. Leahy, Dis-triAttorney C. W. G. Ward, Assist-an- t
'
Attorney Charles Hedgcock, Assistant County Clerk W. B. Stapp and
Court Steongrapher W. E. Gortner,
returned last night from Mora, where
the Mora county court has been 111
session.
J. 13. Gorman, first vice presiden;

of the Rock Island railroad, passed
through Las Vegas today In business
car, No. 1928 on train No. 10, en
route from the Pacific coast to Chicago. Mr. Gorman was formerly wiO,
the Santa Fe road being freight traf
fie manager. J. R. Koontz, Santa Fi
general freight agent, who was it
went through
Santa Fe yesterday
here with Mr. Gorman, en route to
his headquarters In Topeka.

CAPTAIN

"Mother,

you
MUST admit

GO TO AH)

these are
an improvement

onlliiued

Grandmother would
Appreciate ffiBndencs&jfd

Grandmother

made good homemade hosiery in
her day. It wasn't
very stylish, but it
wore. It's one redeeming quality
waslength of days.
But TftTuntkwnrac,
have left no place
for grandmotlier's
uuuic - 111 u u e

TITANIC

now Fage

One)

England to Investigate.

Every survivor
Loudon, April 2t
ol tue crew of the Titanic wao is returning to tuis country on the steamer Lapland will be served with a subpoena to appear before the court of

inquiry when the vessel arrives at
Plymouth tomorrow. The court, the
head of which will be Lord Merzey,
will commence its investigation next
week.
A great

hosiery. Fftghdcfthoae wear four months
and the style and fit and finish are even
mora marked than the wearing qualities.
The makers have gone to extreme
pains to makefgBhr'xaftoaethe neatest and
most durable hosiery that money can buy.
Especially look at our feather weights,
feyndtuftcaa come in a beautiful assortment of colors and in every size to fit
men, women, misses and boys. Come
in and let the clerk explain the many
points of superiority over any hosiery
offered at the price. Four pairs in a box.
Four month's guarantee of
One dollar.
satisfactory wear.

Ssmumd

REFUSED TO

Son
South

3APla.

congregation attended a
memorial service Held at St. Margaret's in Westminster at noon today,
tor Howard B. Caseand "all who perished in the Titanic disaster." Case
was an American, but long a resident
of Ascot and prominent in the business circles of London. The service
which was choral, was conducted by
Canon Menzen, American Ambassador Rejd and Mrs. Reid, other mem
bers of the ambassy, American Consul General Griffiths, Deputy Consul
General Westcott, representatives of
the American society of London, the
American Navy league and the
American
Lodge of Masons were
present as were practically the members of evetif American business
Others were the
house in London.
two sons of Mr. Case ana many
American visitors in London,

ACCUSED

OF CRIMINAL

LIBEL
OF
PENTENTE8
JECTS TO EDITORIAL IN

SOCIETY

OB

The right powder
at the right price
One cent an ounce

SPANISH-AMERICA-

,

for the

ROY IS

FiVt

I

WATCHES

Jake Graaf, formerly of Lias Vegat
came in last night from El Paso.
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh of Colfax
county was in Las Vegas today on
business.
William J. Mills left
last night on a business trip to Santa
Fe.
H. F. Freswick was In Las Vegas
today from his home in Lamy on business.
United States Attorney Stephen B
Davis, Jr., left this afternoon for San
ta Fe on official business.
O. p. Hill, a Santa Fe cfilclal from
Topeka, came in last night from the
east and was here today on business.
Andres Stortz of Santa 'e came In
last night from the Capital City and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
J. Frderick Anto, Santa Fe yanf
J. Frederick Anton, Santa Fe yard
on train No. 9 on a short business
trip.
Jacob Harris arrived this afternoon
from his home in Tyler, Wash., for a
visit with his daughter, Mrs. Minerva

The man who does tbe
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

'

PERSONALS

APRIL M, 112.

FRIDAY,

Upon closing the spring term Of
the district court for Mora county
yesterday afternoon Judge David J.
L,eahy congratulated the peace off ic-- j
era of the county and the citizens in
general upon the excellent record
which had been made during the past
year. There has been little crime
and the offenders have been arrested
quickly and speedily punished. It required only three days - to complete
the work of the term in the fioart
house at Mora. The services of the
petit jury were not required, aco;:. mi
prisoners arraigned pleading ,,uii.y
in every Instance. The grand jury
returned 13 indictments and it no
true bills. When court aajouraed not
more than four or five cases reini'lned on the criminal docket. Thono re
of a minor nature and are ijlrected
against persons indicted by the late.it
grand Jury.
Abel Flores, charged with the kill-lnof Lucas Vigil near Roy several
weeks ago, pleaded guilty fo murder
In the second degree and was sen-fenced by Judge David J.. Leahy to
not less than 15 nor more than if
years In the state penitentiary.
Luis Landaro, a citizen of old
Mexico, pleaded guilty to assault
upon a dwelling house. Because ot
the fact that Landanaro had been in
Jail five months awaiting the action
of the grand Jury, Judge Leahy gave
him light punishment, sentencing the
man to ten days In the county jail.
Eraello Guerrln, aged 15 years,
pleaded guilty to vagrancy, idlene- and viclousness and was sentenced to
the state reform school at Springer
for not less than 11 months nor more
than 12 months.
Juan Olano, a young man, pleaded guilty to stealing two lambs from
the ranch of H. D. Relnken. The man
was caught by Deputy Sheriff
while carrying the lambs
ont of the Relnken carrol. As Mr.
Relnken stated to the court that the
man has always borne a good reputation and is a hard worker withja wife
and five young children to support,
Judge Leahy extended clemency to
hlin, suspending his sentence of from
two to four years In the penitentiary
during good behavior.
Two Indictments were returned by
the grand jury against Eugene J. H.
Roy of the town of Roy. The first
charges embezzlement of funds from
the Tyler estate of which Roy is administrator. Roy furnished bond In
the sum of $1,500 for his appearance
for trial. The second true bill
charges criminal libel against the
de Nuestro Padre Jesus Naza-rencommonly known as the
The society took exception to
an article concerning It published a
few months ago In the Roy Spanish-America- n
of which Eugene J. H. Roy
Is editor. Attorney Mechem, appearing for Roy, stated to the court that
a demurrer to the indictment would
be presented. This case Is intercati'-.in that it is expected to brin out
whether or not an Incorporated society is a person under the New Mexico
criminal libel statute.
The two indictments were not the
whole of Mr. Roy's troubles, however, as he was arrested and brought
before the court on a bench warrant,
charging him with failure to report
to the court, as he had been ordered
to do some time ago, bis doings as administrator of the Tyler estate. After a hearing Roy was held in contempt of court and sentenced to not
less than ten days in jail. The court
ordered that Roy be imprisoned until
he presents the required report. Later the judge ordered Roy released on
his .own recognizance that he m ight
go to his home In Roy to secure certain papers and documents necessary
In the report.
He was given until
20
to
May
present the report. The
Tyler estate amounts to about

RVCAN

is the

It's the price

$t.OO

-

.

MIDGET

EQUITY (Waltham)

$2.00
$2.00
$8.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

right

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

BAKING

KG

GUARANTttj

Manufacturing

POWDER

Jeweler and Optician.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

sells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of money.
K C Baking Powder is pure, wholesome and ef-

fective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but make yon
a firm, fast friend. You really ought to know
for yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
Baking Powder is.

COAL AND WOOD

Send for the K C Cook's Book
It's FREE

NUT

SUOARITE LUMP

C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
recipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored cercan. Send it today.
tificate packed in the

The K

AQUESMFG.C0-Chicag- o

Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

26

retail
W.CONDON

wholesale: and

nt

-

j

25 ounces for 23 cents

price to pay for baking powder.

INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

wmrnp,

Ml

g

peni-tente-

20,-00-

VAN VALKENBERG
A WUNDERFUI

Ku your hats of Mrs.' L. P. Wright
and save money. Just , received a
new line of up to date summer styles,
later than Easter styles. 509 Sixth,
street, East Las Vegas.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

HAVE YOU MONEY
To loan on good first mortgages on

WOMAN
SHE

DELIGHTED
EVERYBODY
WHO HEARD HER AT THE
OPERA, HOUSE LAST NIGHT

Distributing
Agents

city and ranch property T We can
place $2,500 at 10 per cent at once
where the security Is ample and the
party good. Phone or call Invest
ment and Agency Corpn., Main 40
George A. Fleming, Manager.

Coffee or

P05TUH
breakfast?
for

"There's a Reason"
Read "The Road to WeUVilU, "found
in packages of POSTUM.

3
WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

i
8

IMPLEMENTS

To memorize
every
role of a four-ac- t
drama is wonderful
Talking About
enough, but having witnessed a play
VEHICLE
SADDLES!
Full Line of
but once, to repeat It
HARNESS
SEEDS
to use all voice inflections as they
should he used, to go through all of
the gestures and movements of ev- We are showing the swellest line
ery role, and to, describe all stage
in town for this Spring
M.
settings ot the piece seems nothing
SATURDAY
MONDAY
For
and
short of marveldus. However, such
was the performance of Miss. Ellen
we will allow
Van Valkenberg 5 last night at the
Duncan opera house when she ap1- -5
peared with the Van VaJkenberg
Concert company of Michigan and on all Lace Curtain or Curtain Nets
New York City, under the auspices
of the Santa Fe reading rooms.
ALSO ABOUT BED SPREADS
"Merely Mary Ann" was Miss
Van Valkenberg's selection last night Ask to see our New Line with and
and she held her audience In conwithout Cut Corners
stant awe by her natural impersonations of every role. She fitted her
1- -5
tone of voice to parts of men and
women, and with great accuracy .went
on Bed Spreads
through every movement fcind gesture of the players. Never once
throughout the entire piece did she
falter in her lines. At the beginning
Any rug in the house goes at
of each act she explained to the audi
Is is Growing
ence the stage settings, and she also
1-5
WHAT BOE8 IT MEAN?
announced the entrance ana exit of
all the various characters. Miss Van
During this 2 Days Sale
Valkenberg has never even as much
as seen the manuscript of the play,
and even if she had, her performance
would have been wonderful enough.
ROSENTHAL
The characters of the production of
ot
a
necessitated
last night,
variety
, Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
voile inflections, and in several of
the roles there was the use of a Headqaarters for Liquid Veneer
brogue. However, Miss Van Valkenberg's impersonations were realistic
throughout.
Previous to the production of
"Merely Mary Ann" a musical proCapital Paid in
Surplus
gram was rendered by Miss Harriett
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
Story MacParlane, a talented contralto soloist, and Miss Ethel Bowen, a
pianist from England. Miss MacPar-lan- d
sang several selections. Miss
Bowen accompanlng her. Miss Bow-e- n
J. M. CUNNINOHAI. President
ft
played several piano solos. Moss
O. T
MOSKINS, CmUw.
FRANK SPRINGER.
Nellie Peck Saunder did not lecture,
on song as she was scheduled to do,
hut she Introduced the other three
members of the company.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Owing to the numerous other attractions the concert was witnessed
by only a small audience, the lower
floor being well filled, but the
practically were empty. The
concert was unusually and highly en1 1
tertaining and the performance of
Miss Van Valkenberg will long he remembered hy the Meadow City audience.
d

Lace Curtains

word-for-wor-

THE PLAZA

LAS VEGAS, N.

off
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off

Now About Rugs

off

Full Particulars Tomorrow.
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Lees Vegas

Which

BAIN
WEBER

Savings

Ba

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

IOWA OBSERVES ARBOR DAY
Des Moines, la., April 26. Pursuant

to the proclamation of Governor
Carroll, Iowa observed Arbor Day today by the planting of trees and
thrubs and the holding of special exercises in public schools throughout
the state.
Rvtrrh"(ty reals Th

Optic.

Office

with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pedd on Deposia

k

JL

SIX

VMM

bolts new elastic ribbon
bolt 12 on. canvas.
LABOR BILL
50 yards apron ginglam.
Laa Vega, N. M.,
400 yards gingham.
April 2. 1912.
100 yards cheviot.
Sealed proposals will be received at
POLICY
A
500 yards
unbleached Pepperell
the office of the secretary of the
Board or Directors of tie N.w Mexi- sheeting,
200 yards Canton flannel, 1 yard
co Insane Asylum at Las Vegas. New
Mexico, until 10 o'clock,
Tuesday, wide.
and
Liability
Compensate)
100 yards bleached sheeting, 10-May, 7th, 1912, for the furnishing and
150
yards unbleached sheeting,
delivery at the New Mexico Insane
Measure Progressive.
Asylum of all or any of the hereinaf- 10-50 yards outing flannel, light color.
ter aamed supplies required for the
400 yards Old Hickory shirting.
maintenance of the hospital, co:
OBJECT.
ITS
IS
JUSTICE
200 yards crash toweling.
menelng May 1st, "912.
1 200
tons slack, f. o. b. asylum
28,000 pounds flour, bidder name
brand.
switches required from May 1. 1912,
President Approves Proposed Legislato May 1. 1913.
16,000 pounds potatoes.
tion Making Federal Labor Laws Fit
100 tons nut coal, f. o. b. asylum
10,000 pounds sugar.
Modern Conditions
Legal Machinery
1
600 pounds
evaporated
apples, as required from May 1912, to May
CALL
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FOR BIOS.

NEW

1

OELEGATE8 PLEDGED
TAFT.

TAFT

Friday, April 12, 1912, the
delegate to the Republican na-

tional

600

pounds

400 pounds
crop 1911.

evaporated

400 pounds cooking
1911.
700 pounds prunes.
700
4,000

pounds raisins,
pounds lard,

4

All foregoing to be delivered

peaches,

evaporated

1911.

crop

Simplified.

1, 1913.

1911.

crop

apricots,
crop

rigs,

crown.
bidder name

brand.
1,300 pounds rice, good quality.
1,200 pounds coffee.
450 pounds coffee, Guatemala pre-

ferred.
pounds white corn meal,
mora or less, as required.
460 pounds chewing tobacco, fresh
2,000

at the

asylum.
Bidders submit samples of articles
marked with an asterisk
The Board of Directors of the insane Asylum reserve tlie right to reject any and all bids.
Bidders should write plainly on
"Bids for
envelope the following:
Supplies for the New Mexico Insane
Asylum," with the name or names
of bidders.
Jefferson Raynolds,
President.
M. E. GORTNER. secretary.
1

a--

MIGHT HAVE BEEN WORSE.
pounds baking powder, bidder
name brand.
60 pounds black pepper.
1,400 pounds Oleomargarine.
400 pounds butter, tore or less,
as required.
10 pounds cocoa.
6,000 pounds oats, recleaned.
600 pounds washing powder.
2,000 pounds soap chips.
18,000 pounds corn chop.
12 cases Quaker Oats.
cases Pettljohn's Breakfast
16
Food.
16 cases granulated hominy.
36 cases soda crackers, as required.
10 cases tomatoes.
6 cases green peas.
6 cases California pe. rs.
6 cases California apricots.
Links I don't see that the
6 cases California cherries.
has done you any good Yon
G cases California green Gages.
haven't a hair on your head.
Winks Yes, but just think how
cases California peaches.
much worse it might have been If I
"' cases Knox gelatin.
had never used the remedy.
G cases
syrup, "Old Manse" or "P.
fttoek.
360

hair-restor- er

;

Blend."

V

cases laundry soap.
A cases toilet
soap.
cases gloss starch, Kingston!

"SAVE TROUBLE.

25

fe

pre- -

red.

cases toilet paper,

.,

i cases safety matches.
cases sapolio.
cases smoking tobacco,

5
4

a gross

syrup, 2s.

barrel vinegar.
quarts lemon extract
11 quarts vanilla extract.
1

12 dozen brooms.

dozen mopstlcks.

scrub brushes.
dozen men's caps.

2 dozen
4

unsatis-faetorlnes-

of labor legislation passed
by congress in recent years and is illustrative of the Taft method of reaching an admitted evil by a painstaking
investigation followed by carefully
considered laws. As is well known, the
first employers' liability law passed in
the last administration Was declared
unconstitutional by the courts. A new-lato take its place was passed un-

der this administration, but it was generally understood nt the time that the
comprehensive measure now before
congress was to follow, both as to
liability and compensation, as soon as
the necessary Investigation into the
subject could be made. The result Is
that the worklngmen of the United
States, so far as they can be reached
by federal law, will soon be working
nnder one of the most enlightened labor laws on record.
Provision Is made In the bill, as drafted tentatively, that every common carrier engaged in interstate or foreign
commerce shall pay compensations In
the amounts specified in the bill to any
of Its employees who sustains personal
Injury by accident arising out of and
In the course of his employment and
resulting in his disability or to bis dependents in case of death.
It Is provided in the bill that the Injured employee shall have medical attendance and surgical aid when necessary, the last mentioned being limited to $200. The monthly wages of an
employee are deemed to be twenty-sitimes the established day's pay. and
$50 is the minimum monthly wsge pay
ment. It is also provided that all compensation shall be paid monthly miles-- ;

computed to a lump sum.
Death benefits are provided far at a
speciSc percentage of the nun's wages
to be paid in the widow with an Increase in the amount when there are
dependent children, and in ease of no
dependents the payment of the burial
The matter of
expenses is required.
is also
personal Injury compensation
covered in a fair and equitable

12

4

-

As the result of the personal Interest
f Presideut Taft In nil .mutters affecting the worklugmen of the country,
congress has before it today a comprehensive bill ou employers" liability
and workmen's compensation which Is
recognized as one of the most progressive of the many achievements of the
Taft administration. The bill was reported by a commission appointed by
President Taft pursuant to a Joint resolution of congress passed on June 25.
1910. and It was recently sent to congress by the presideut. accompanied
with a message recommending its pasAs drafted the niensure prosage.
vides an exclusive remedy and compensation for accidental Injuries resulting In disabilities or death to employees of common csrrlers engaged
In Interstate or foreign commerce or
In the District of Columbia.
This comprehensive legislation is the
s
direct outcome of the general

x

each.
140 jackets corn
14 bales salt,

-

'I

30 dozen socks.

handkerchiefs.
Men's shoes as follows:
dozen 7s; 1 dozen 8s; IVz dozen 9s;
12 dozen
5 dozen

J

dozen

10s.

dozen boxes thread, as follows:
dozen white No. 70; 2 doxen white
No. 50: 2 dozen white No. 30: 1 doz- en white No. 20; 1 dozen white No.
16; 1 dozen black No. 40.
4 dozen combs.
1
dozen aluminum combs.
1 dozen fine combs.
knitting cotton,
2 dozen boxes
white No. 10.
6 dozen thimbles, assorted sizes.
assorted
2 dozen crochet hooks,
8

1

tsizes.

2 No.
23.
19; 4 No. 20; 4 No. 25; 2 No.
5 dozen ladies' shoes, as follows:

dozen corset3, as follows:

1

dozen No. 8;
dozen No. 9;
dozen No. 6; 1 dozen No. 6; 1 dozen

2

No.
1

4.
dozen spreads,

2V4

yards by

254

yards.
5
6
4

5
2

dozen Ink tablets.
dozen boxes bone buttons.
dozen blankets

dozen napkins.
dozen
gauze

vests,

assorted

sizes.

dozen thin cups and saucers.
thin dinner plates.
creamers.
16 dozen sauce dishes, heavy.
12 dozen heavy dinner plates.
12 dozen granite plates.
6 dozen granite cups and saucers.
2 dozen granite dishup dishes.
tt dozen syrup pitchers.
H dozen milk strainers,
size.
12 dozen ladles' hose, as follows:
1
dozen No. 10; 4 dozen No.
9H.
No.
1
dozen
dozen No. 9;
12 dozen pearl buttons, assorted
sizes.
It dozen ladles' shoelaces.
13 dozen men's shoelaces.
6

6 dozen
2 dozen

8;

Another feature of the proposed act
Parmer Corn Tossel Our cow
beats her usual yield of milk every Is a clear definition of the term 'dependent" as well as of what cou-st- i
day.
an "injury" and an "employee."
tutes
chickThe City Visitor When your
ens get to beating their own eggs Legal complications are provided for.
reports of accidents, payments and
you'll be In luck
operations under the law to the interstate commerce commission are reCINCH.
quired, and it is declared that the proposed act shall take effect on July 1.
1912, and cited as "the federal compensation act of 1912."
In Its Investigations of this subject
the commission determined at the outset that in substance the doctrines of
the common law originating under com
paratively simple conditions were unjust as applied to the complex relations
of master and servant. The use of
complicated machinery, steam and electricity has had the effect of Increasing
the deplorable antagonism between
employer and employee and often
giving a few injured employees large
and frequently extravagant damages,
while the great majority have been left
to bear the entire burden without any
recompense whatever.
At the time of the adoption of the
common law rules of liability industrial conditions were radically differJoax I envy Noah every time It ent from those of today. The number
nf employees was sma'Jer because
rains.
there were few big Industrial plants.
Hoax Why T
Joax He was out In the longest The business carried on was small In
rainstorm on record, and nobody ever extent, the appliances used in the
work consisted largely of hand tools.
tried to borrow bis umbrella
while the power was simple in character, with little danger to the emUnder such conditions the
ployee.
Tarnished Regimental Colors.
common law originated.
Through the efforts of Lord Camp rules of
Today there if. a vast difference.
bell, who Is known to take great In
terest in all regimental colors, there President Taft, In the message which
were discovered two or three years transmitted the report of the commisago In a pawnshop the flags of the sion to congress, aptly says, in speakit is one
Fifty-fift- h
(Westmoreland) regiment. ing of the proposed bill, "that
These colors data as far back as 1760, of the great steps of progress toward
and there Is little doubt that they a satisfactory solution of an important
had been hidden away In the dark phase of the controversies between embeen
recesses of the
estab- ployers and employees that have
lishment for over a century. London proposed within the last two or three
decades. The old rules of liability unMall.
der the common law were adapted to a
different age and condition and were
Subscribe for The Optic
pawn-brokin-
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convention

pledged

President Taft were as follows:

Alabama
Alaska
Colorado

22
2

District of Columbia

2
12
26

WANT

iMMee

2
20
.

23
6
18
20
14

Louisiana

Michigan
Mississippi
V Missouri
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
Philippines
a
South

RATES

FOR

Ca.-olin-

Tennessee
Vermont
Virginia

CLASSIFIED

A

ADVER-

Pledged to Roosevelt, 113.
Pledged to La Follette, 36.
Pledged to Cummins, 4.
Necessary for choice, 539.

cents per line each insertion.
f Estimate
I
six ordinary words to a line.
16
No ad to occupy less space than two
16
All
advertisrments
6 & lines.
charged
24 v will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words
y
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

'

evidently drawn by men imbued with
the importance of preserving the em
ployers from burdensome or unjust lia
bilities. It was treated as a personal
matter of each employee, and the employees were put on a level of dealing
Which, however it may have been in
the past, certainly creates injustice to
the employee under the present condi

tions."
The attention of congress to the great
Injustice of the present system was
called by President Taft. He mentioned the fact that often the recovery of
large sums in damage verdicts did not
result in actual benefit to the injured
person on account of the heavy expenses in litigation. The president expressed the belief that these burdens
would disappear with the enactment of
the proposed law. since the counsel fees
are limited to a reasonable amount.
As further stated by the president,
"the great object of the proposed law
is to secure justice to the weaker party
under existing modern conditions." He
also declared that he would use his influence to aid in the enactment of the
proposed law before the adjournment
of the present session of congress.
ROOSEVELT

NO.

t,

A.

F.

LODGE
DORADO
EL
NO.
1,
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
very Monday evening In Castle Hall.

A

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in sash
month. Visiting broth t
arc cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. M. ; B. R Murray.
Secretary.
M.

i
siting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Chas.

Harry

PRAISED TAFT.

Tsss

conclave second

WT day in each month at Ma

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
Meet in the forest of brother!
Boucher,
love at Woodmen of the WorU
corder.
hall, on the second and fourth Fn
day of each month at 8 p m. C. da,
LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vti
MASONS Aegular convoca- ARCH
lng neighbors are especially we
first Monday In each
come and cordially Invited
sonin

TmudIb

a

at 7:80 a. m. CD.'
C; Chaa. ram me. Re

Otioa

at Masonic

at

7:80 p. m. M. R.
B. P. O. ELKS
H. P.; F. O.

Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of esv
Vlsttla
month st O R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. w
Condon, Secretary.

Secretary.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

MAIN

RANSPORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S
Meet first and third Fridays In
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rati edge

2,

Wanted
WANTED

Three or foulr rooms for
housekeeping, with modern
improvements. Address Room 20,
La Pension Hotel.

lllght

WANTED To rent a piano; best of
care taken. Address Box 101.
WANTED Position by good clerk,
general merchandise or groceries.
Speaks English and Spanish, can
handle the trade.
J. S.,
Apply
Abiquiu,

N. M.

F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesWorthy Patron; Mm George Tripp,
day evenings each month, at Wood
Secretary. Phone Main SM, 120
cor
man hall. Visiting Brothers
Grand avenue.
dialry invited to attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C. Ward. See
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
retary
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
DENTISTS.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members srs
cordially welcome. 3. E. Gehrlng.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
president; J. T. Buhler. secretary;
Dentist
C. H. Bally.
Suit 4. Crockett Building. Has pbeav
at office and residence.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC.
NO. 804. Meets second and fo
Thursday in O. R C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
Visiting members are
HUNKER A HUNKER
dialry Invited. W. R. Tipton. O.
E. P. Mackel. P. 8
Chester A. Huns
Geo. H. Hunker
Attorneys st Lsw.
Plon-bulldi-

WANTED Girl for cooking and gen
eral housework. Apply 1027 Eighth

street

O. P., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. La
Meets every Monday evening at
their bal on Sixth street. All visit-

I. O.

WANTED A few boarders, private
board. 924 Columbia.
Phone Main

For Rent

Taft.
The amendments to the Interstate
commerce law, beginning of a national
legislative program for the exercise of
the taxing power In connection with
big corporations doing an Interstate
business, the appointment of a commission to frame measures that do away
with the evils of overcapitalization and
of improper and excessive Issues of
stocks and bonds, the law providing
for publicity of campaign expenses,
the establishment of the maximum and
minimum tariff provisions and the exceedingly able negotiation of the Canadian and other treaties In accordance
therewith, the inauguration of the policy of providing for a disinterested revision of tariff schedules through a
high class commission of experts which
will treat each schedule purely on its
own merits with a view to protecting
the consumer from excessive prices
and to securing the American producer
and especially the American wage
worker what will represent the difference of cost in production here as com
pared with the cost of production in
countries where labor is less liberally
rewarded, the extension of the laws
regulating safety appliances for the
protection of labor and the creation of
a bureau of mines. Tlisse and similar
laws, backed up by executive action.
reflect high credit upon all who succeeded in putting them in their present
shape upon the statute books. They
represent an earnest of the achieve
ment which is yet to come, and the beneficence and farreachiug importance
of this work done for the whole people
measure the credit which is riphtly due
to the congress and to our able, upright and distinguished president. William Howard Taft."

New Men-

Vexas.

-

1.

Lauded Successor
351.
ing brethren cordially invited to at
Before New York Republicans.
tend.
J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
InOne of the most comprehensive
WANTED
Frank
Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
roor
dorsements that the Taft administra403
Dining
girl.
tion has ever received was contained
Railroad.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
In the speech of Colonel Theodore
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Roosevelt as temporary chairman of
the New York Republican state conJ. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
vention at Saratoga. N. Y., Sept 27,
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
1910. The first two paragraphs of the
FOR
of the month In the vestry
RENT
rooms
Tuesday
furnished
Nicely
speech were as follows:
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Call at 417 Eighth street.
"We come here feeling that we have
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
the right to appeal to the people from
the standpoint alike of national and FOR RENT Six ;oom house, partly
Invited
Isaac Appel,
conKr.Uy
state achievement. During the last
President; Charles Greenclay, Secfurnished,
car
On
Irrigated
garden.
eighteen months n long list of laws
line.
retary.
$10
per month. Cutler
embodying legislation most heartily to
Brothers.
be commended as combining wisdom
with progress have been enacted by
congress and approved by President FOR RENT Two room furnished

Former President

Liebseh- 1 1 o
r

Martin, Keeper of
Keeords and Seal.

LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
yjo KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg

ftuiar

E.

nler, Chs n e e
wwrazr? Commander.
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BUSINESS!

AND

A.

TISEMENTS

7

83
4

CHAPMAN

COLUMN?

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

SUM

8

Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky

A

o

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

On

8-- 4.

AND

LOBBr RESTAURANT

THE

THE OPTIC

TO

LOCAL TIME CAHO
EAST BOUND

Arrive
No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10.

No.

Depa,.

9:10
11:06
1:16
.. 1:45

1

No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

p. m
p m

a. m
p. m

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:40 p.
6:35 p.

9:15 p. a
11:10 p. m
:':T a a
2:10 p. B
1

BOUND
m
1:45 p.
m
6:16 p. n.
4 50 p. I
m
m
7:00

r

RETAIL PRICES

house.

921

Lincoln avenue.

For Sate

m

FOR SALE Strictly new A-- 1 fumed
ua.K ana learner rurniture.
Wilton
and Brussels rugs. Inquire L. C.
Witten, Chas, Ilfeld Co.
6t
FOR SALE Iron framed fish aquari
um, inquire 1001 Seventh street
FOR SALE Gentle saddle pony.
National avenue. Willie Qoke.

20c per 1W
250 per 1M
Ms per 1M
48s per 1M
68s par 188

lbs. or Mors, Eaoa Delivery
i,0M lbs. to syS lbs--. Cash Delivery
Iks. ta 1,00 lbs. East. Delivery
50 lbs. to 20S I be
Each Delivery
Less Than 68 lbs- -. Each Deliver

AGUA PUR

A

lb.
Iks.
Iks.
lbs.

Iba

COMPA'NY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

906

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July t. Mrs. M. E. Stev
ens, Humboldt. Kansas.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Found
On street car, package
Santa Pe wrapper. Owner call
Light and Power company's office.

POUND

fOUND On street car, watch charm
bearing initials "L E. H." Call
at Light and Power company's office.

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given that the plat
of survey of Fractional Township 14,
North, Range 15 East, N. M. P. and
small holding ciaims in Section 35 in
said township and range has been
by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, and the lands
Taft Sure of Nomination.
will be subject to filing and entry on
TJp to and including April 12 494 delto
elected
the Repub- and after May 25, 1912. Sections 5,
egates had been
lican national convention, which meets 6, 7, 8 and 9 are embraced In the
In Cblcngo in June. Of these PresiPecos Forest Reserve.
dent Taft has 341 instructed for or
FRED MTJLLER,
There
pledged to his renomination.
Receiver.
remained to be elected on that date
582 delegates. Of these President Taft
WHY HE WAS LATE
needs only 198 and Mr. Roosevelt needs
"What made you so late?"
426. In other words, if President Taft
"I met Smithson."
gets one out of every three delegates
"Well, that Is no reason why you
elected
he
will
to
have
be
remaining
should be an hour late getting home
within four of enough to nominate, to supper."
while Mr. Roosevelt must have three
"I know, but I asked him how he
out of every four of the delegates re- was feeling, and he Insisted on tell
maining in order to secure the nominn-tlou- . lng me about his stomach trouble '
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
That President Taft will have
more than 700 delegates at Chicago is a Iain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
eertalnty.
by all dealers.

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom amony al
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

of those who

That property you want to sell is 'WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspapei, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LOOK AND READ!
l have removed from

603 East Lincoln to
Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.
522

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor
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Continued from Yesterday)
CHAPTER

VII.

The Blacksmith.
I had come up gasping for breath,
Well out in the stream, either shore a
mere darker shadow showing above
the water. How far I had been swept
below the barge could not be guessed,
as I could distinguish no outlines
clearly, excepting the bare spars of a
vessel, tied up to the west shore. As
this ship had not been in sight previ
ously I concluded the drift had been
greater than anticipated, and I struck

out quickly toward the opposite bank,
fearful lest I be borne down as far ap
Gloucester before I could finally make
land. It was a hard swim across the
swift current, and I was nearly exhausted when I finally crept up the
low bank, and lay dripping and panting In the shelter of some low bushes.
Except for the bark of a distant dog
there was no sound more disturbing
than the rustle of leaves, and the lapping of water. As my breath came
tack I sat up, wrung out my clothes
as best I could, and, with difficulty,
w on the boots I had borne across.
urn g to my shoulder.
I possessed but a dim conception of
here I was, yet knew I must make a
w lde detour to the east so as to
escape
British foraging parties.
I must have plodded doggedly along
through the darkness for fully five
miles, without perceiving the first sign
of habitation, or even a wood into
which I could crawl for concealment,
when I suddenly came upon a long,
y
stone building standing at
the left of the road, a grim, silent, apparently deserted structure, one end
of the roof caved in, and several of
the windows smashed. I tried the
doorB, but they appeared firmly fastened. Far in the east there was a
faint lightening of the sky promising
the approach of dawn, and thus
aroused to a knowledge that I must
Immediately attain shelter, I clambered through one of the broken windows, and dropped to the earthen
floor within. I could see nothing, not
even a hand held before my eyes, yet
carefully felt my way forward through
a tangle of rubbish, wheels, scraps of
Iron, some casks, a number of plough
handles, and a riffraff of stuff I could
not make out The place had evidently been used as a repair shop, but
must have been closed for months, aa
I could feel the grit of dust everywhere, and cobwebs brushed against
my face as I moved about Finally I
fait the outlines of a large box half
filled with paper, and, for want of
something better, crept in and snuggled down, intending to rest there until daylight should reveal my surroundings.
I was warm enough now, my clothing practically dry, but thoroughly
tired from the long tramp over the
one-stor-

"How Came Ye Heref"

dark

road, and exhausted by the excitement through which I had passed.
Even my mind seemed dulled, and It
appeared useless to think or plan. I
had not intended to sleep, yet drowsiness came, and I lost consciousness.
I know not what aroused me, but it
was already daylight, a gleam of sun
through the windows turning the festooned cobwebs into golden tapestry.
One side of the box in. which I lay

Mxi Deen broken out, and 1 could see
the full length of the shop, which ap
peared littered from end to end with
all manner of implements of hus
bandry, and woodworking and blacksmith's tools. All this I perceived
with my first glance, but it was the
distant sound of a voice which as Instantly held my attention. At first I'
could not locate the speaker, nor comprehend the peculiar singsong of the
utterance. But as I lifted my head,
listening intently, I knew the man to
be beyond the wooden partition at my
right, and that he was praying ferSomehow heartened by this
vently.
discovery I crept out from the bed of
papers, and stole silently forward to
the narrow door which apparently led
into this second apartment The voice
never ceased in its monotonous appeal, and I ventured to lift the latch,
and take cautious glance through the
slight opening.
It was a blacksmith shop of fair
size, fully equipped with all the tools
of the trade. The man was facing me,
but with eyes closed, and uplifted, as
his Hps poured forth the fervent words
of prayer. I was not a religious man
in those days, yet the faith of my
mother was not forgotten, and there
was something of sincerity about that
solitary kneeling figure I could not but
respect. The words uttered, the deep
resonant voice, and above all, the expression of that upturned face, held
me silent, motionless.
He was a man
of short, sturdy limb, but great bulk,
massive chest, and immense shoulders
evidencing remarkable strength. What
was this man, this praying blacksmith? A patriot surely, from his
words of petition; one who had suffered much, but was willing to suffer
more. The strength chiselled In that
upturned face, those deeply marked
features, revealed no common mental
equipment. Here was a real man,
with convictions, one who would die
for an ideal; without doubt a radical,
ready to go to any extreme where conscience blazed the way.
As he finally paused, his head bowed
low, I stepped forward into the light,
confident of welcome, utterly forgetful
of the uniform I wore. At the first
faint sound of my approach on the
floor he was upon his feet fronting
me, the shortness of his limbs yielding him a certain grotesque appearance, his deep-se- t
eyes regarding me
suspiciously. Before I could realize
the man's intent he sprang between
me and the outer door, his hand gripping an iron bar.
"A son of Baal!" came the roar from
his lips. "How came you here in that
uniform? Are you alone?"
"Alone, yes," and I hurled the scarlet jacket into the dirt with a gesture
of disgust. "I had even forgotten I
wore it. Wait a moment.
I heard
your prayer, and know you must be
with us. I am Major Lawrence of the
Maryland Line."
He stared at me motionless.
"Then how come ye here?"
"I was sent into Philadelphia by
Washington himself, but my Identity
was discovered, and there was no way
to escape except across the Delaware.
I reached here during the night, and
crept into your shop to hide. The
sound of your voice awoke me from
sleep, and I knew from your words
that it was safe for me to come forth."
"You may know it, young man,' but
I don't," he replied gruffly. "We're a
bit suspicious of strangers here In the
Jerseys these days. The minions of
Satan encompass us about. What
have ye to show to prove your story?"
I shook my head, extending
my
hands.
"Only my word of honor. I had a
pass from Hamilton, but destroyed
that before entering the British lines.
If I tell the whole story, perhaps you
will understand its truttf."
The expression of his face djd not
change, yet I thought the deep-se- t
eyes were not altogether unkind.
"You are hungry, no doubt?"
"Being human, yes."
"Then we'll eat and talk at the same
time. You're only one man, an' I'm
not afraid of you, an' if ye are a Britisher I wouldn't starve you to death.
There's little enough, the good Lord
knows, but you're welcome to the half
of it Make yourself comfortable
there on the bench."
He threw open a cupboard in one
corner, and brought forth a variety of
food, placing this upon a wide shelf
near at hand. Occasionally our eyes
met, and I knew he was slowly making up his mind regarding me. This
silent scrutiny could not have been altogether unsatisfactory, for, when he
finally drew up an empty box and sat
down, be was prepared to talk.
"Help yourself," he began gravely.
"It is rough camp fare, but doubtless
you are used to that Do you know
me?"
I scanned his face again intently,
surprised by the question, yet recognized no familiar features.
with some hesita"No," I
tion. "Have we ever met before?"
"Not to my remembrance," and the
man's language and accent evidenced
education above his apparent station.

i nave wen som
,u tula
p:
part of the Jerseys, un" thought my
name might be km a to y m. You
wciiid recognise t. - signature of
George Washington?"
I nave seen it or; n."
He drew a flat leather case from a
pocket inside his shirt, extracting
therefrom a folded paper, which he
opened, and extended to me across the
table. With a glance I mastered the
few lines written thereon, recognising
Its genuineness.
"Hamilton penned that," I said in
quick surprise, "and it is signed by
Washington's own hand."
The deep-se- t
eyes twinkled.
"Right" he said shortly, "that bit
of paper may save me from hangin'
some day. There are those who would
like well to see me swing if they only
laid hands on me at the right time
and place. You know what the paper
Is?"
"A commission as Captain," and I
bent over It again, "Issued to Daniel
Farrell, giving him Independent command of scouts by heavens I are yon
'Bull' Farrell?"
He was eating quietly, but found
time to answer.
"There are those who call me by
that nickname; others give me even a
worse handle. 'T is my nature to
make enemies faster than friends. Ton
know me then ?"
"I was with Maxwell at German-town,the remembrance of the scene
coming vividly to mind, "when you
came up with your ragged fellows. You
have certainly taught them how to
fight"
"There was no teaching necessary;
sll the trouble I ever have is In holding them back," his face darkening.
"Every man who rides with me knows
what war means here in the Jerseys;
they have seen their homes in flames,
their women and children driven out
by Hessian hirelings. We fight for
life as well as liberty, and when we
strike we strike hard. But enough of
that. We have sufficient confidence in
each other by now to talk freely. What
did you discover in Philadelphia? No
more than I could tell you myself, I'll
"

warrant"

I told the story, while he listened
silently, his eyes alone expressing interest. As I ended, he slowly lit his
pipe, and sat there smoking, apparently thinking over what I had said.
"Have I learned anything of importance?" I asked finally.
"For Washington, yes; but very little unknown to me. So you met Mistress Claire, eh? The little minx! 'T
Is a month since I heard of her."
CHAPTER

VIII.

Tangling Threads.

My surprise at this unexpected n
erence to the Lady of the Blend'
Hose, almost prevented utteram.
What could this partisan ranger know
o! the girl? How could he even have
identified her from my vague refer-

ence? ;
"Why do you say that?" I asked
eagerly. "I did not mention the lady's
name."

"There was no cause for you to do
so," and the grim mouth smiled. "No
one else In Philadelphia would have
turned the trick so neatly; besides the
fact that your opponent was Grant
would have revealed the identity of
the girl."
"You know them both then?"
"Fairly well; he was a boy in these
par's, an' I have shod his riding horse
many a time. A headstrong, domineering, spoiled lad he was, and quarrelsome."
"But Mistress Mortimer," I Inter-

rupted, "is her family also from this
neighborhood?"
"To the northeast of here, near Locust Grove; the properties of the two
families adjoin each other, an' I have
heard there is distant kinship between
them, although if that be true all that
was good in the strain must have de
scended to the one branch, an' all the
evil to the other. Day and night could
be no different. Colonel Mortimer is
a genial, pleasant gentleman, an' a
loyal friend, although we are in arms
against each other. To tell the truth
I half believe his heart is with the
Colonies, although he cast his fortunes
with the King. He even has a son in
the Continental Army."
"On Lee's staff," I interrupted. "The
daughter told me he was a twin
brother."
"Yes, an' as great a rogue as the
girl, with the same laughing blue
eyes."
"And Mistress Claire," I questioned,
"on which side is she?"
"Can you ask that after having met
her as a Lady of the Blended Rose?
Pshaw, man, I could almost give you
a list of the loyalist dames who make
sport for the British garrison, an'
Mistress Claire is not least in rank
or beauty among them. What else
could you expect of a young girl when
her father wears the green an' white,
while her lover has made a reputation
hereabout with his hireling raiders?"
"You mean Grant?"
"Certainly; they have been engaged
from childhood, though God pity the
poor girl if they ever marry. His work
in the Jerseys has been almost as
merciless as that of 'Red Fagln, an'
't is even whispered about they ride
together at times. I doubt If she
knows the whole truth about him,
though she can scarcely deem him an,,
angel even at that. Surely you never
supposed her on our side?"
"She helped me," I insisted, "knowing who I was, and even said she
wished my cause well."
"The inconsistency of a woman;
perhaps the two had had some misunderstanding, an' she was glad enough
to outwit the fellow."
"No, 't was not that, I am sure; I
could read truth in her eyes."
"In Claire's eyes!" he laughed outright. "Oh, I know the innocent blue
of them, and warp you nqt to trust

OPTIC.
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sum

Diin&y. "TJmer men nave mougni
the same, an' found out they read
wrongly when the end came ay!
many of ti.im. When she was but a
lasa I found out her eyes
slip of
played merry tricks, an' yet I love her
as though she were my own daughter.
An' she's a good girl in spite of all
the mischief In her."
"And she la trutly a loyalist?"
"If not, I know no better. The rebel
blood is all in the boy so far as I can
learn, yet I will not answer for what
Mistress Claire might do."
We fell silent, my memory with the
girl, endeavoring to recall her exact
words, the expression of her face. It
'was not In my heart to believe she had
deceived me.

had almost forgotten where I was,
as well as the presence of my companion, when he suddenly arose to his
feet, and, pushing aside the wooden
window shutter, looked out A glance
of his keen eyes was sufficient.
"Get back into your box. Major," he
exclaimed quickly. "Pull the papers
over you."
I was upon my feet, conscious of the
distant sound of horses' hoofs.
"What is it? The enemy?"
"Rangers; fifty of them, I judge, an'
they'll never pass here without rummaging around. Quick now, under cover."
"But what about yourself?"
"Don't worry about me; those fellows haven't any evidence against me
yet They're after you."
I was through the intervening door
with a bound and an Instant later had
burrowed under the crumpled papers.
The shifting of the sun had left this
corner of the repair shop in shadow,
but I was scarcely outstretched in my
hastily improvised hiding place, when
I heard the blacksmith calmly open
his outer door, where he stood smoking, clad In leathern apron, awaiting
the
approaching horsemen. They
swept about the corner of the smithy
almost at the same moment, pulling
up their tired horses at sight of him.
From amid the thud of hoofs, and the
rattle of accoutrements, a voice spoke
sharply:
"So you're here, Farrell, you old
rebel hypocrite. Well, what are you
hiding now?"
"I was not aware that I had anything to hide. Captain Grant," was the
dignified response. "This is my shop,
an' where I should be."
"Oh, hell! We all know you well
enough, you old fox, and we'll catch
you
yet, and hang you.
But we're not hunting after your kind
today. Did you see anything of a fellow in sariet Jacket along here last
night, or this morning?"
I failed to catch Farrell's answer,
but the voice of the officer was sufficiently loud to reach me.
"A rebel spy; the sneaking rascal
must have swam the Delaware. We'll
look about your shop Just the same
before we ride on. Mason, take a
men with you, and rake the
place over."
1
heard the sound of their boots on
the floor, and burrowed lower In my
box.
Two or three entered the old
shop, and began to probe about among
the debris. One kicked the box in
which I lay, and thrust a bayonet
down through the loose papers, barely
With teeth
missing my shoulder.
clinched I remained breathless, but
the fellow seemed satisfied, and moved
on, after searching the dark corner
beyond. At last I heard them all go
out, mumbling to each other, and ventured to sit up again,, and draw a fresh
breath. They had left the door ajar,
and I had a glimpse through the crack.
Farrell was leaning carelessly in the
outer doorway, smoking, his short legs
wide apart, hiB expression one of total
Indifference. A big fellow stepped
past him, and saluted some one Just
out of sight
"Nobody In there, sir," he reported.
"All right, Mason," and Grant came
Into view on a rangy sorrel. "Get
"our men back Into saddle; we'll
move on."
"Think he went this way?" asked
the blacksmith carelessly.
"How the hell do I know!" savagely. "He must have started this way,
but likely he took the north road.
We'll get the chap before night, unless
he runs into Delavan's fellows out
yonder. See here, Farrell," holding In
his horse, "we'll be back here about
dark, and will want something to eat"
"You will be welcome to all you
I

d

half-doze- n

find."
"You impudent rebel, you see that
you are here when we come. I know
you, you night rider, and will bring
you to book yet Forward men trot I
Close up the rank there, sergeant;
we'll take the road to the left."
d
I watched them go past, the
dust-sovere-

green uniforms slipping by
the crack of the door, as the men
jrged their hones faster. Farrell
sever moved, the blue tobacco smoke
curling above his head, and I stole
across the littered storeroom to a
window, from which I could
watch the little column of riders go
flown the hill. They finally disappeared In the edge of a grove, and I
turned around to find the blacksmith
leaning against his anvil waiting for
me.

"Genial young fellow, Grant," he
said. "Always promising to hang me,
but never quite ready to tackle the
job. Afraid I shall have to disappoint
him again tonight."
"You will not wait for him?" '
"Hardly. You heard what he said
about Delavan? That was the very
news I wanted to learn. Now I think
both those lads will meet me much
sooner than they expect."
He stepped forward into the open
doorway, and blew three shrill blasts
on a silver whistle. The echo had
scarcely died away, when, out from
a thick clump of trees perhaps half a
mile distant, a horse shot forth, racbe reckless rider
ing toward us.

8Evt:w

drew up suuufcuo. i saw aim to be u But soon general foundry work and
barefooted, freckle-face-d
boy of per- the making of small a. ma began to
haps sixteen, his eyes bright with ex- lake second place at Essen, aa heavy
citement
steel siege guns and aiinor plate de"So it's you on duty, Ben," said Farmore and more at tiition.
manded
rell quietly, glancing from the boy to
his horse. "Well, you're in for a ride. During the past half century Krupp
Have the men at Lone Tree by sun- ordnance has roared all over the
down; all of them. See Duval first, world. The huge guns with which the
an' tell him for me this Is a big thing. Germans poured shells into Paris durNow off with you!"
ing the siege were made at Essen.
The boy, grinning happily, swung Some
of the guns that fired at Dewhis horse around, and, jabbing his sides
ey's
squadron at Manila came from MltWAUKEE LOST GAME WHEN)
with bare heels, rode madly away diAll European nations purchasthere.
south
across
vacant
land.
LINE DRIVE WAS IMPALED
the
rectly
Within five minutes he had vanished ed guns there, France alone the excepON A NAIL.
down a sharp Incline. Farrell was still tion, for since the Franco-Prussiawar the Krupps have refused to maK-gustaring after him, when I asked:
"What is
Of all the good luck freak that I
for France.
"
little bit of private war," he
ever beard recounted, the beat was
As
indusbusiness
the
colateral
grew
tosaid grimly. "If you'll go with me
which happened to Frank Isbeil
night. Major, 111 show you soma tries developed, and Eseen, wbich had that
You heard what been a tiny village, expanded into a when he was playing with St Paul ta
guerilla fighting.
Grant said about Delavan.
We've large city. Statistics published for the old Western league.
been waiting five days for him to the past year show that the firm emIn those days baseball on Sunday
bead back toward Philadelphia. Ha palyed
70,000 officials, clerks was not permitted within the corponearly
has twenty wagons, an' a foraging par- ana
workmen. The coal and coke ration limits of St. Paul, and a Sunty of less than fifty men somewhere
out Medford way," with sweep of hand consumption for the year amounted day park bad been erected outside
to the northeast "If he an' Grant get to 2,491,406 tons. The number of the city's Jurisdiction. The ground
together the two commands will out- steam engines In the plant was 569. was extremely small and was In
number us, but wall have the advant- The firm has its own enormous elec closed
by a high fence. So small was
age of surprise, of a swift attack in trical works and gas works and main the lnclosure that batters hitting the
the dark. In my judgment that la
what Grant was sent out for to guard tains an independent telegraph and ball hard against the fences were
Delavan's wagons. His spy bunting telephone system with upwards of compelled to sprint to first, because tt
was a- personal affair. My advice to 400 stations The cast steel works the ball hapened to rebound directly
you, Lawrence, is to He quiet here to- alone require 87 miles of railway, 52 to the fielder, he could throw a alow
day, and go along with us tonight It locomotives and about 3,000 cars. In runner out. As it required about four
will be in the same direction you'll the
of its industry the hits or their eulvalent In errors to
have to travel, an' you might hava firm development
has bought Us own coal mines,
trouble by daylight No objections to
yield a run, small scores were the
coke ovens, iron mines, steamships
a fight, have your"
rule.
and railroads.
"None whatever."
Impaled On a Nail.
"I Judged so from your face Batter
Alfred Krupp died in 1887 and was
In
ninth Inning of this game
the
get what rest you can; we will have succeded in command of the works
twenty miles to ride before dark. I'll by his son Friedrich A. Krupp. Un Milwaukee had two runs the advango over into the timber there an' feed der the latter's
tage and there were runners on Brat
management (the
the horses."
and
second, with Isbell at bat. St
I watched him cross the open land, works continued to prosper and ex- Paul's
only logical hope was for a
impressed by the man's immense pand. At the time or his death in
shoulders and short limbs. I could 1902 he was by far the richest man home run over one of the high fences.
In Germany. He left the bulk of his Tsbell hit a hard line smash to right
wealth, including the great steel and field against the fence. The runner
r
gun works a.t Essen, the shipyards at on first was a slow man and the flet-ereto
ball
the
squatted,
expecting
Kiel, the gun and armor works at
Madgeburg and the coal and iron bound to him and to whirl and fo,,o
mines, to his daughter, Bertha, who the slow man at second base, endlne
in 1906 was married to Herr Von the game. But the ball didn't rebound.
Bohlen und Halbach, who has since It Impaled itself on a wire nail about
taken a prominent part in the man- 10 feet up the fence, and while the
agement of the great concern. Frau Milwaukee outfielders were hurMng
Bertha von Bohlen und Halbach is a ladder, Isbell circled the bases and
popularly called the empress of Essen won the game.
the richest woman in the world
Another peculiar
play once gave
the most powerful.
the Chicago White Sox a game that
Though today was the oentennial seemed lost. Harvey, a
anniversary of the birth of Alfred pitcher, was compelled to play third
Krupp, whose discovery laid the foun base because of the badly crippled
dation for the tremendous business condition of his team and in the sevthat has Bince developed under the enth Inning, Chicago being one run
family name, there was no.observance ahead.the opposing team got runners
of the day, as it has been decided to to first and second before anyone
combine the celebration with that of went out
Naturally the play was for
the centenary of the Krupp works the batter to
push down a sacrifice
The dual celebration will take place bunt.
at Essen next August and will be at
To Kill the Sacrifice.
The Blacksmith Was Not Only a Man tended by the kaiser at the head of
The White Sox had a system of
of Action, but a Man of Thought, a
brilliant galaxy of his
Also.
play designed to kill the sacrifice in
sovereigns, officers of tho army
that situation. The shortstop and
scarcely analyze the influence he al- and navy, and civic dignitaries. Disbaseman, aided by the pitcher,
over
I
exerted
him
but
felt
me,
ready
of the
tinguished representatives
were to hold the runner at second a
to be a natural leader of men, an intel- iron
and steel industry in all parts
lectual as well as physical giant I
of the world will be present. Special close to the base as possible. Tho
picked up a book lying open on the
are to be sent to At: row third baseman was to play close, aa
invitations
bench it was an English translation
M. Schwab, if intending to take the bunt but as
of a famous French treatise on tha Carnegie and Charles
of
to
Man, its paper margins cov- asking them
head the delegation the ball was being pitched he was to
Rights
run back, cover third, while the pitchered with written comments. This from the United States.
blacksmith was not only a man of ao
A feature of the festivities will be er fielded the bunted ball, threw to
tion, but a man of thought also. I lay a
series of sham battles. Men arm- third and forced out the runner st
down on the bench, pillowing my head
ed with weapons of the era of Empe- that point.
Dn one arm, thinking of him as I first
Harvey had been carefully coached
such
saw him kneeling alone in prayer, and ror Maximilian I will make
the simple words of his petition cams headway as they can against an army how the play waj to be executed,
back to me with new power. Then equipped with modern rifles and ar- but the batter, detecting the play
my mind drifted to the strance com- tillery. The emperor and other
royal from the actions of the shortstop and
mingling of human elements in this guests will be entertained during the second baseman, changed signals and
adventure to Mistress Claire, and her celebration at the Villa
Hugel, the decided to try to drive the ball past
connection with Grant, and the intiof "Frau Harvey hard instead of bunting. As
house
magnificent
country
mate knowledge
Farrell apparently
the pitcher wound up Harvey whirled
possessed of them both. Somehow I Bertha", just outside Essen.
and sprinted back to third. The batwas becoming more and more deeply
Involved in these lives, and I began to
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh ter chopped the ball hard and sent a
wonder how it was all destined to
That Contain Mercury
line hit straight toward third base.
end. Was the coming night to add a as mercury will surety destroy the
The ball struck Harvey on the back
new chapter? If so, would it be the sense of smell and completely delast? Reviewing it all, lulled by the range the whole system when enter- of the head, and bounded high; the
d
ing it through the mucous surfaces.
baseman, as he went stagsilence, I fell asleep.
Such articles should never be used
on over the base, caught the
gering
except on prescriptions from reput- ball
and, by a fast throw to second,
able physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you doubled the runner off. As Harvey
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
can possibly derive from them. Hall's came off the field nursing the bump
Oartarrh Cure, manufactured by F. on his
head, Manager Jones reJ. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., conKINGS AT KRUPP CENTENARY
marked:
"That's using your noodle.
intains no mercury, and la taken
Berlin, April 26. Today marked the
ternally, acting directly upon the Old Man."
centennial anniversary of the birth blood and mucous surfaces of the
Catcher In a Double Play.
of Alfred Krupp, who, while he was system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh
Scarcely less extraordinary was an
not the actual founder of the great Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in To- incident recorded by Jack Holland,
Krupp gun works, was the one who ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney ft Co.
owner of the St Joseph team, which
ave itihe wjorks their international Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
character and at the time of his
Price 76c per was made in a game against Denver.
The field had been extremely dry and
death was Germany's greatest manu- bottle
Take Hail's Family Pills for con- the pitchers, pawing and digging with
facturer. The father of Alfred Krupp
stipation.
their spikes In front of the slab, had
was a small blacksmith at Essen.
dug a hole so deep that the front of
Alfred inherited the family iron forge,
rubber plate was almost two
the
If
an
Don't
be
have
you
surprised
three
men, and which had attack of rheumatism
employing
this
above the ground.
spring.
inches
been in operation since 1810, and he Just rub the affected
parts freely
were ntled with Denver
bases
The
once
at
set aboui enlarging the busi- with Chamberlain's Liniment and it
1n the seventh fining, with
ness, but had no money or powerful will soon disappear. Sold by all players
no one out Th, tiatter drove a hard
friends, and his progress was slow. deal ers.
(low linp gma,ih traiffbt hack at the
He saw,
however, the possibilities
pitcher, who fnfled to touch the ball.
of the great exposition to open in
You will look a good while befor
The hall, however, hit the exposed
find
a
couRh
for
medicine
better
you
1SG1
London in
and decided to take
Cone' front of the pitcher's plate, bounded
and colds than Chamb"-'-,Vof
had
He
made
imporit
advantage
It not only crives relief
tant discoveries in the casting of IfRemedy.
Trv It vrhAn vnn hnva o straight back into the hands of the
nirM
masses
or
of
Bessemer
cold, and yri are oertaiu jMtin,sheI catcher, who stepped back
large
steel, which cough
on to the plate, threw to first and1
bad been all insurmountable task pre- to be pleased with the lirompt eu
will
which
al
For
effect.
it
sale
by
completed the double play. Sadly
vious to his time.
The exhibit he dealers.
enough for Holland, the play did not
sent to the London exposition fairly
save the game, for the next hatter
astonished the world, being a block
"My little son hod p very severr made a long hit that gave Denver the
45
German
at
It
weighing
quintals.
I was recommended
cold.
to tr
once established his reputation.
and victory. Hugh S. FulleTton in the
Chamberlain's Coush Remedy,
The making of heavy ordnance, before a small bottle was finished he Amprlcnn Magairtnp.
which has made the name of Krupp was as well as yr," writes Mrs. H
29 Dowl".- 3rpet. Sydney.
famous 'he world over, wag at first Silks,
Australia. This, remedy Is for sale
not a prominent part of the business. by all dealersThe Oniic prints all tat news.
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May 9, don't forget the date.

This Spe.ce will be used by the
LADIES BENEVOLENT

HEBREW

Schubert Concert
day, May 9.

SOCIETY

To Advertise their

To be held at the

ARMORY HALL
I

ON

Wednesday May 1st

Ike Davis
THE CASH GROCER.

NOT TOO LATE
To

Plant Your Garden

We

Have all the Garden

SEEDS
the
SEEDS
Flower

Also all

here Thurs

SENATE COMMITTEE

We have on display

I. A. DANCE WAS

for Your Approval the
Spring Styles in

AN ENJOYABLE

TAUPERT AND R08E PAY EACH
DUROTHER COMPLIMENTS
ING THE HEARING

AFFAIR

HOLEPROOF

Santa Fe, N. M., April 26. In the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
course of a hearing this morning be BIG CROWD AND GOOD MUSIC
at the Opera Bar
JOINED TO MAKE DANCING
fore the svnate committee on state
A JOLLY DIVERSION.
Mil
Piano and household furniture for affairs of the Tripp house
regulat
J
Rev.
encounters
907
Sixth street
sale.
ing pugilistic
Every' one seemed In the mood for
Rose, leader of the opposition
Chicken or turkey dinner at the to the measure, and Robert J. Tan-per- t having a good time .ast night at the
White Kitchen Sunday.
mayor of East Las Vegas, engag- annual dance of the G. I. A. of the B.
ed in a heated colloquy. In the course of L. E. in the armory. With the
A musical treat May 9, at Duncan of his remarks before the commit: tee ladles of the society doing all in their
Schubert Rev. Mr. Rose stated that he had vot- power to please their many gue?cs
opera house. All artists.
ed for Mayor Taopert in the recent the crowd did not go away disappolit-ed- .
Concert Co.
city election in East Las Vegas, where
Everything to make the affair 9n
Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall, be resides. Mr. Rose said he took enjoyable one was provided and no
such a course believing he was vot- doubt this ball will go on record as
Friday the 26ih. Admission free,
cents a dance.
ing for the lesser or two evils.
one of the most successful in tl e
s Mr. Taupert, gaining the floor, as- history of the lodge.
Why pay rent when yoj can buy serted that he did not feel at all comThere was a good floor and a big
a home choat and on easv payments. plimented upon receiving the suffrage crowd, which, with the Simlson orches
of Mr. Rose and he would hate to tra
See N. B Koseberry.
playing all of the latest danco
think that Rose's vote had been Inmusic, is a combination that is hard
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged strumental in his election or that he to heat. Then, too, the hostesses
to his offlce
In the wood. Direct from distillery had been elevated
served quite "some feed" during the
to you. At the Lobby, of
through the support of any of Mr
Ice cream that was the
Rose's crowd. The Bast. Las Vegas evening.
real
cake, the kind that mother
thing;
America
The Modern Woodmen of
mayor, in short, romped all over the
to
and coffee that was of
used
make;
will hold Its regular meeting this clergyman, leaving the hoof prints of
rare
blend.
evening in the W. O. W. hall on Sixth caustic diction all over his frame
The orchestra struck up the first
The debate before the committee
street
at 9 o'clock and tt was after
dance
was extremely acrinfonlous 'on the
o'clock
2:80
before the last person
The
bill.
on
house
room
those
the
opposing
part of
For Sale Four
left the hall. And he wouldn't have
measure
came
back
iu
of
the
location
city
supporters
best
street
Eighth
t8?0. equally strong.
Former Governor gone then if the music hadn't stopwith bath, electric lights, prl
Willam J. Mills spoke in favor of the ped. During the entire evening the
N. B. Rosftlierry, Agon'
measure and so did J. Fred Anton, a floor was crowded with dancers and
The household goods of H. L. Tup Santa Fe offlclal of East Las Vegas. the affair will no doubt prove to have
ton, who sneceeded T. H. Ogden as George W. Tripp, a member of the been a financial success as well as
Santa Fe division foreman, have ax house, and father of the Tripp bill, an enjoyable dance.
rived and Mr. Turton and family will also spoke in its favor. The commi'-te- e
at 1119
move into the apartment
The westbound Santc Fe train de
adjourned without taking action.
It expects, it is understood, to hold Luxe passed through Las Vegas yesDouglas avenue in the Job flats.
other hearings in the immediate fu- terday morning ou its last trip for the
been
ture.
had
which
season of 1911-1a
without a passen
At
public sale,
ordered by the court that the estate
It is recognized here that he dem- gar. However, the eastbound train
of the late Julius Graf might be set- ocrat
and progressive
republicans No. 20, went through carrying 35 pastled, the Graaf dry goods store on will endeavor to hold up the appoint- sengers. Xo. 19 left Chicago Tuesday
Sixth street was today sold to Miss ments of federal office holders recom- nilit on time, despite the fact that
Minnie Cellars Sealed bids were re mended hy the republican state exe- not a single person was booked for
ceived tip to 4 o'clock yesterday at- - cutive committee. The democratic the trip. At Albuquerque yesterday
ternoon by D. T. Hoskins, receiver executive committee is in session here afternoon the train was sent on west
for the company. Under the name of and is sending wires to democrat." i" traveling! as deadheau equipment,
the Cellars Dry Goods company, the senate asking them to
the schedule of 63 hours for the en
be re
will
the office seekers who have tire trip being abandoned. This train
the establishment
opened 10 the public on next Wed the endorsement of the republican or will make the last trip eastward,
nesday. R. F. Johnson, who was man- ganization in New" Mexico, it is un leaving Los Angeles on Tuesday even
ager of the Graaf Dry Goods com derstood they intend to pursue this do:r ing. This winter has proved the sue
pany, will he retained by the new in the manger style of procedure un cess of the Santa Fe's latest venture
firm in the same capacity. It is un- til the last (appointment (has "been In
service which is
trains, the
derstood that there were a numbnr made and confirmed.
in the country
best
the
undoubtedly
of bids sent in, there being several
The committees on railroads from having won the
and admira
approval
of
were
obtaining
desirous
men who
both houses held a joint session last tion of persons who want a
train,
control of the establishment.
night in the senate hall. The meeting extra fast, and extra tine, and who
was for the purpose of hearing eer don't mind a little
thing like $25 extain persons interesited In railroad tra fare. On all of its
CLASSIFY
TO
TOO LATE
trips the
legislation pending before the legisla
maintained
has
its
schedule of
J. R. Koontz, general freighi 63 hours
house-- . ture.
WANTED Girl for general
between Chicago and Los
work. Must) give best of references. agent for the Santa Fe system, was Angeles.
iron- present and made a lengthy address
Wages S25. No washing or
During the time when the travel
of two. Mr. Koontz, declared that the Santa
family
house,
Small
was heavy westward No. 19 traveling.
at E. Fe is the friend of New Mexico and
Apply David E. Rosenwald
ed with a full passenger list and sevwill do all in its power to aid in the
Son.
Rosenwald and
times an extra car was placed on
eral
development and the creation of fa
train.
the
During the rush the pasture prosperity in the new Btate. He
on this luxurious train were
sages
declared
aimed
that legislation
weeks ahead. With
against the Santa Fe would be detri engaged several
toulrsts from the
return
of
the
the
mental to the entire state.
coast
the
Pacific
YOUR SPRING
heavy travel
G.
H.
McGee of Clovis reDresenteti
switched to No. 20, and the success
Mexico
of
New
the
railway employes
HOUSE-CLEANING
at the hearing. No action was taken of this train equalled that Its mate
There are ait had enjoyed earlier in the season.
toy the commtftteeis.
present pending in the house and sen
Can be made much lighter
Subscribe for The Optic.
ate a number of railway bills. One
us
your
by sending
of these is a three-cefare law.
Another is an act requiring the San
Blankets, small
ta Fe to maintain an a?ent at each
Rugs, etc.
station and to keep a telephone at
each stopping place along the line.
Our charges are reasonable
Another proposed law compels the
and service prompt.
railroads to make reconslgnmenia
free: at present they are charging
PRICES ON BLANKETS ARE:
$2 for such service.
Judge H. L
.15
Waldo, general solicitor for the San
Single Cotton
ta Fe in New Mexico, spoke unor
"
25
Double
the legal aspects of the various hills.
25
Single Wool
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Let us have your order

...NOW...

GROCER.

1
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for which we are EzcJw
sive Agents,
If you

want hose that

will make your feet
glad and are stylish

Try "Holeproof' Six pairs are GUARANTEED
to wear you Six Months and will cost no more
than the ordinary hose. We will assort the colors for you if you desire.

$1.50 for 6 pairs

M, GREENBERGER

I

t

J. H. Stearns

ramisW
KHoleoro 10

,

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.
Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

de-lux- e

f WBMM KOI

SPRING Ml

e

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
E. D. Reynolds Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
B.
President
Vice
Davis
Stephen

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Uwdividd Profits $35,000

Lace-Curtain-

Should be
w

Selected Early
To get the Choicest

PATTERN
The Most Complete
and the reasonable
priced display ever
shown in Las Vegas is
now ready.

s,

nt

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

OUR

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

SANITARY

BAKERY GOODS

EVERYBODY READS THE

LIS VEGAS OPTIC

"

Double
A

.50

trial will convince you

ORATORICAL
CONTEST
Rock Hill, S. C, April 26. College
orators, accompanied by large delegations of students, gathered in
College today for the annual

FRESH

EVERY DAY

Win-thro-

SA TURD A Y

Inter-collegalt-e

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

We will Have ajl

kinds of fresn

Phone Main

81 r

.

41 & Douglas

VEGETABLES
and

STRAWBERRIES

contest of the South Carolina
association.
Oratorical
The institutions represented include
the University of South Carolina,
Charleston College, Ersklne College,
Wofford Colof South Carolina,
lege, Furman University and Newberry College.

TALL

they are baked
(in a Sanitary Oven in a
Sanitary way)

White Bread
Cream Bread

Rye Bread

Whole Wheat Bread

Finger Rolls
Parker House Rolls

NASTURTIUM SEED.

Biscuit Rolls

Black Prince, Primrose, Dark Blotches,
Madam Gunters Hybrids Best Mixed.

Dunnetts Orange,
DWARF

Best Dwarf Mixed.

AT THE

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

So Per Packet

HUME

OF

QUALITY.

BOUCHER

Mammoth Packet Wc

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS

507 Sixth Strttt

THE

Cakes, Cookies, Pies.

Fheot Vcft

SEfe!

This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE,

tta.OO

and onr
We purchased several carloade of this beautiful dinner-warmanufacturer to give as an exclusive design
large purchase enaliled the
charging
part of ofthethecost to "advertising
and a Terr to price, we an
a
to
of the
cost
actual
ask you
pay percentage
etpense,"
, hAftntlfnl
Zrr i la andooly
"Cosmos ' design and cannot. hA rinnllaated In
114 in any retail china store. It is
both
than
by
for
lest
guaranteed
quality
the manufacturer ana ourselves.
five
There Is a coupon In every sack oforLARABEE'S Flour. Send us
we
will
and
espresa money
in cash, draft postal
Tnf
ooooona and re
beautiful seta by freight. Addressorder,
...lTnn and K.W
Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The China Department of the Lara bee
euu aoaress
Be
Hutchinson, Kansas.
v i AHABEK'8 Flourforare alio good for Rogers'piainiy.
Silverware)
descriptive circular.
and other valuable prewliBS. Ask

iku

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

J'

you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes Baking
d"

GERMAN-

a Delight

121

"The Store of Satisfaction"

SALE

by

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

